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Summary of
key statistics

6 Colleges
19,262 students
1,321 academic, research
and technical staff
2,584 associate lecturers
1,691 support staff

Number of students at the University by course level

1,395

14,656

3,211

Further education

Undergraduate

Postgraduate
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Our student profile
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46%

15%

39%

United Kingdom

Other EU

International

Number of students
taught by Awarding Body

57,764

Number of students
taught by Short Courses

18,545

Number of students at
the University by subject

Fine Art

2,113

Communication
and Graphic Design

2,052

Journalism, PR,
Media and Publishing

2,014

Fashion Design

2,002

Business and Management
and Science

1,939

FE and Preparation for HE

1,721

Animation, Interactive
Film and Sound

1,187

Theatre, Screen and
Performance Design

1,104

Illustration

898

Photography

881

Architecture and
Spatial Design

874

Textiles and
Materials

793

3D Design and
Product Design

572

Accessories, Footwear
and Jewellery

495

Curation and Culture

481

Postgraduate Teaching

136
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Vice-Chancellor’s
foreword
UAL is in a strong financial
position, as we continue to
build our reputation as
a teaching university

In November 2018, Professor Helen Storey
was announced as first Artist in Residence
at Za’atari Refugee Camp in Jordan. “It’s
full of artists,” she said. “It’s full of students.
It’s full of people you would regard as
part of your everyday life.” Helen’s project
empowers women in the camp by nurturing
entrepreneurship and creativity, including a
perfume lab, kitchen, hydroponic garden and
shop. Art & design education is distinguished
by such hopeful yet practical encounters
between everyday life and the profound
changes sweeping across our world.
As we expand our ambitions to become a
truly global university, UAL aims to play a
significant part in the response to challenges
including climate change, sustainability,
migration, social justice, wellbeing and
inclusive economies. Our partners this
year were international cities, universities,
industry and community organisations, with
a European focus to ensure borderless
collaboration after Brexit.
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Our first ever city partnership, signed with
the Mayor of Bilbao, typifies this approach.
We want to make a defining contribution
to the vibrant creative economy of the
Basque Country, co-developing industry
and research projects with higher education
and manufacturing partners, research
centres and museums.
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Other new European partners include
NOVA University Lisbon, with whom
we are collaborating on a new art and
design school in Trafaria. Meanwhile,
London College of Communication is
working with four European universities in
coLAB. This European Teaching Initiative

promotes inclusive practices to enhance
understanding and respect in academia
for refugees. Elsewhere, Hong Kong
remains an important strategic partner,
and we celebrated the importance of
art and science to this city at the British
Council SPARK Festival 2019, with the UAL
Global Pavilion highlighting the work of UK,
European and Asian artists.
The creative application of emerging
technologies and practices is central to
our strategy and fundamental to national
industrial strategy. We therefore work closely
with government and other universities
across a range of initiatives.
Our new Creative Computing Institute,
generously supported by AKO Foundation
and Scott Mead, exceeded expectations
for research in its first year, and its courses
are already in high demand. We have been
fortunate to make high-profile professorial
appointments from leading UK and USA
research institutions, secured a grant from
the Institute of Coding Future Projects
Fund, and awarded the institute’s first
fellowships to Creative Applications
Network and Feminist Internet.
UAL launched the Fashion District in late
2018 to give East London the edge in
high-tech fashion manufacturing, the result
of a three-year partnership with the Greater
London Authority. This complements our
biggest ever research initiative, the Business
of Fashion, Textiles and Technology Creative
R&D Partnership, a five-year project to
reshape the fashion and textile supply
chain through innovation and sustainability.
These achievements are part of the

substantial legacy of Professor Frances
Corner, appointed the first female Warden of
Goldsmiths in April 2019. In 14 years at the
helm, Frances transformed London College
of Fashion into a top international fashion
school, based around her insight that fashion
means business and better lives.
UAL is in a strong financial position, as
we continue to build our reputation as a
teaching university, rising to number 2 in the
world for Art & Design in the 2019 QS World
University Rankings by Subject. This makes
us one of the top undergraduate destination
for creative talent globally. Students are
equal partners in this success. It therefore
feels right to end with Fredrik Tjærandsen’s
spectacular graduate collection. Tjærandsen
studied sculpture at Foundation level
before progressing to BA (Hons) Fashion
Womenswear. Film of his delicate inflated
balloon dresses went viral even as his models
left the Central Saint Martins catwalk. As ever,
art confounds us with strangeness and goes
out into the world as new beauty.

Sir Nigel Carrington
Vice-Chancellor
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Strategic
Review
Overview

UAL supplies the world’s need for creativity.
We are among the most renowned
international institutions in arts, design,
fashion, media, communication and
performing arts. Our critical mass and
reputation enable us to take a leading role
in the creative economy in the UK, Europe
and beyond. We actively influence global
cultural debates through the diversity and
international reach of our staff, students
and alumni.
As a creative university, our future is formed
by the imagination, energy and skills of our
staff, students, alumni, honoraries and the
many academics from other institutions
who work closely with us each year.
Our success is founded upon the specific
histories, identities and achievements of
our six constituent Colleges, and their long
engagement with creative, intellectual and
professional life.
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Camberwell College of Arts
Central Saint Martins
Chelsea College of Arts
London College of Communication
London College of Fashion
Wimbledon College of Arts
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We are internationally regarded as the UK’s
pre-eminent provider of undergraduate
art and design education. In 2019 UAL
significantly raised its standing in the QS
World Rankings by subject, moving into
second place for Art and Design from sixth in
2018. Demand for places is high, with 30,874
applications for 5,376 undergraduate places
in 2018/19. We are in the top six (out of more
than 40) higher education institutions by
total income in Greater London.
Over 19,000 students study on 216
accredited courses in art and design at
UAL. These cover all levels of study, from
foundation diplomas and undergraduate
degrees through to postgraduate taught and
research degrees. UAL also leads the sector
in pre-degree creative arts qualifications
through our Ofqual-approved UAL Awarding
Body, which awards specialist qualifications
to 51,000 students across the UK in creative
disciplines, including Foundation in Art and
Design, working with 213 centres across the
UK. It held its 11th annual Origins Creative
Arts Festival in 2019, showcasing student
work to thousands of attendees over the
three days.
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Strategic Review

UAL delivers an extensive range of
non-accredited short courses and study
programmes. UAL Short Courses Ltd taught
18,545 students on a record 1,810 courses,
covering everything from fashion design
to practical metal working. UAL Language
Centre expanded its innovative range of
hybrid arts and language courses - English
Plus, while their summer Presessional
Academic English programme secured
over 700 international full-time UAL
students. Study Abroad’s diverse range
of programmes welcomed over 900
students from over 60 countries.
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International students from 113 countries
form 39% of our student body, with a
further 15% drawn from EU27 countries.
The multinational experience within our
colleges is a key reason for the success of
our alumni on the international stage and our
strength in graduate employment across all
student groups. UAL has agreements with
250 international institutions under which
students study at UAL as part of exchange,
Study Abroad, or through government
sponsorship programmes. UAL is among
the leading UK institutions for staff and
student use of the Erasmus scheme which
provides opportunities to study or work in
another European country.
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Our alumni enter creative employment
rapidly, achieve early recognition and
become influential names in arts, design,
fashion, communication, media and
performance. Just under half the 80 Royal
Academicians are UAL alumni; many others
are serving or former staff. Our alumni are
heavily represented in the most prestigious
art and design awards and include multiple
winners of the BP Portrait Award; Jerwood
Prize; Taylor Wessing Photographic Portrait
Prize; Minerva Medal; BAFTAs, Golden
Globes and Oscars. UAL staff and alumni
have won the Turner Prize 18 times in the
35 years since its inception, have featured
in 18 shortlists and have accounted for over
half of all nominees. UAL alumni make up
half the recipients of the British Designer of
the Year and over half the fashion designers
showing during most London Fashion
Weeks. Seven have won the Prince Phillip
Designers Prize. Nearly a third of the 144
Royal Designers for Industry are from UAL.
Both winners of the Queen Elizabeth II
Award for British Design trained at UAL.
These factors – our physical and digital
environments, our staff profile, engagement
with industry and London’s creative cultures,
the international and cultural diversity of
our students, and how we prepare students
for professional practice – account for the
extraordinary success of our students
and graduates.

19,262 students
study on
216 courses

Our Strategic
Priorities:
– Transformative
education
– World-leading
research and
enterprise
– Communication
and collaboration
– Inspirational
environment

UAL focuses on four key strategic objectives,
as set out in our strategy for 2015 – 22:
— Delivering transformative education
requires us to ensure that all our students
can reach their full potential. We work in
partnership with them to develop and
deliver an education which is responsive,
responsible, imaginative and inspirational.
— Developing world-leading research and
enterprise requires us to create and apply
knowledge that develops our disciplines,
makes a positive contribution to society
and the economy, and generates new
sources of income to support our
academic ambition.
— Communication and collaboration requires
us to place the University at the centre
of the debate about the future of arts,
design, fashion, media, communication
and performing arts, and to improve the
ways in which we engage with academic,
cultural and business partners in the UK
and across the world.
— Building an inspirational environment
requires us to have a world-class physical
environment and underlying infrastructure.
This is to support our students and staff in
their academic ambitions and increase our
engagement with our wider communities.
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Transformative
Education
We have made excellent progress in the
first year of our new academic strategy
to enhance teaching and lead new
thinking in creative education at home
and worldwide. Our most important
initiative is the Academic Development
Fund, through which we are investing
an additional £3m per year in lecturers
to improve student experience and
contact time. With forty-four new
lecturers already in place and another
ten in recruitment, we are taking this
opportunity to increase diversity
among academic staff.
For years, UAL has worked with groups
and individuals across the University to bring
about greater equality and social justice.
We are proud to have appointed awardwinning author, poet, artist and Yale Frederick
Iseman Professor of Poetry Claudia Rankine
as Visiting Professor for Fine Art, Chelsea
College of Arts. Rankine is known across
the world for her exploration of issues of
racism and violence, culture and society.
Other highlights include recognition for Sonia
Boyce, UAL Professor of Black Art and
Design, who was appointed an OBE in the
2019 New Year's Honours for services to art.
Reader Vivienne Francis of London College of
Communication was a finalist in the Diversity
Champion category at the Diversity in the
Media Awards 2019.
We value our students for their contribution
to the University. We therefore need to ensure
all students have the same opportunity to
succeed. Having worked hard over the
last two years to understand why some
student groups obtain better grades than
others, UAL committed to working towards
eliminating the remaining gap by 2025. As
we work towards this crucial target, UAL’s
Academic Enhancement Model was cited
as best practice in the landmark sector
report on Black, Asian and minority ethnic
student attainment at UK universities:
#ClosingtheGap.
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Wellbeing among students is an increasing
priority for the higher education sector.
Take-up of UAL support services by students
with mental health needs has tripled in the
last five years. In 2018/19, almost one in five
students received mental health support from
our counselling team, which is amongst the
best resourced in the sector.
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Our sector position

— QS World University Rankings by
Subject 2nd in the world for Art &
Design. Up four places.
— Guardian Guide League Table 2020
#39. Up 30 places.
— Complete University Guide 2020 #61.
Up 23 places.
— The Times and Sunday Times Good
University Guide 2020 #79. Up 15 places.
— People & Planet’s University League #19
Greenest University and the Top Arts
University in the UK. Up 25 places.
— Wimbledon College of Arts, Top 10
International Costume Design Schools,
Hollywood Reporter.

We are investing an
additional £3m per
year in lecturers to
improve student
experience

We have strengthened our management
team to address this issue, recruiting Rotimi
Akinsete to the new post of Associate Dean of
Students (Wellbeing and Inclusion). Rotimi is a
therapeutic counsellor and clinical supervisor,
and founder and director of Black Men on the
Couch. In addition, we put in place a network
of 80 trained Mental Health First Aiders across
all sites and held our first UAL Mental Health
First Aid conference in April 2019.

New courses
—MA Biodesign, Central Saint Martins
— BA (Hons) Acting and Performance,
Wimbledon College of Arts
— BA (Hons) Contemporary Theatre and
Performance, Wimbledon College of Arts
— MA Contemporary Theatre and
Performance, Wimbledon College of Arts
— MA Virtual Reality, London College of
Communication
— BA (Hons) Film and Screen Studies,
London College of Communication
— MA Design for Social Innovation and
Sustainable Futures, London College
of Communication
— BSc and MSc Creative Computing,
Creative Computing Institute
— Graduate Diploma Illustration,
Camberwell College of Arts
— Graduate Diploma Textile Design,
Chelsea College of Arts
— BA (Hons) Contemporary Media Cultures,
Hong Kong

We are playing our part in shaping the
development of the University Mental Health
Charter. This is led by Student Minds,
for whom we hosted one of six campus
consultations. The Charter will be a UK-wide
scheme to recognise institutions which
demonstrate good practice, make student
and staff mental health a university-wide
priority, and deliver improved mental health
and wellbeing outcomes. Other work in this
area includes the Where’s Your Head At
workplace mental health first aid campaign
with Bauer Media and our partnership with
VICE to champion trans & non-binary rights
with the event Recognise ME. We have
developed and publicised new policies and
guidance around relationships, boundaries
and sexual harassment, and we have renewed
our Tell Someone campaign, which enables
students to report incidents of harassment,
bullying and sexual violence.
We improved our recruitment processes
considerably this year. The new student
admissions and information system has
worked well and we have made offers earlier
in the cycle. These improvements are reflected
in acceptance levels. Like all universities,
we are vulnerable to changing patterns of
demand. Home applications for art and
design fell 5%, in line with the wider sector.
By contrast, international demand for our
education continues to increase above the
wider sector, having risen 77% in the last five
years. This reflects the international esteem
in which UK art and design education is
held and UAL’s growing global reputation.
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World-leading
research and
enterprise
We were delighted to be selected by
Research England as a pilot institution
for the forthcoming Knowledge Exchange
Framework, as a top 30 UK higher education
institution in this area. To facilitate this
work, we have appointed our first Director
of Knowledge Exchange who will be
supported by two Associate Deans.
We grew student engagement in curriculumbased knowledge exchange and embarked
on a cross-institutional strategic review,
working towards the implementation of a
new five-year growth strategy from 2020/21.
Our students continue to have significant impact
in the creative industries. We delivered creative
innovation services to over 165 businesses approx. 25% of which were SMEs and we can
boast the second highest number of graduate
start-ups in the UK.
UAL aims to enable UK businesses to make
creative and innovative application of a variety
of emerging technologies. We partnered with
London South Bank University to secure £1.4m
from the European Regional Development
Fund for the ACEIT immersive technologies
project, and continued delivery of the Fashion
Technology Emerging Futures project.
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Our academic strategy places considerable
importance bringing together academics with
common interests into cross-university teams
who focus on the development of strategically
important academic themes. The pilot year of
the Decolonising Arts Institute aims to build on
our successful Black Artists and Modernism
project as we rethink art and design practice,
and focus on decolonising the curriculum.
Also in pilot, the Social Design Institute brings
together existing academics across UAL to
shape the international research agenda and
support research-led teaching in design for
sustainability, criminal justice, circular design,
social and public innovation.
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We delivered creative innovation
services to over 165 businesses
and we can boast the second
highest number of graduate
start-ups in the UK

Through our partnership with
Education4Fashion-Tech, London College of
Fashion students and researchers worked
with EU counterparts to develop the first
European curriculum in wearable tech.
This was presented at the annual conference
of the International Federation of Fashion
Technology Institutes. We made a successful
bid to the Economic and Social Research
Council to help the UK adopt AI technologies
under the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund’s
Next Generation Services programme.
High-profile research in the field of biodesign
included This Is Grown, a shoe made from
bacteria using a new form of microbial
weaving, enabling the fashion industry to
think differently about the circular economy
and Pharmafactory, a multi-partner project
delivering new and innovative high value
products using plant molecular farming.
Other research innovations include Modest
Dressing: Faith-based Fashion and Internet
Retail, led by London College of Fashion,
to study the increasing market for modest
clothing among women of faith.
Other initiatives included ideas for citizenfocused government models presented by
London College of Communication as part of
The Future of Government 2030+, a European
Commission Joint Research Centre project.
Academic responsibility and action in times
of crisis was led by Central Saint Martins with
the Warburg Institute (University of London)
and the Bilderfahrzeuge Project.

The Tipping Point report, produced by
Central Saint Martins in collaboration with
the packaging group DS Smith, warned that
the UK will fall short of its 2035 recycling
targets by more than a decade. Picturing
the Invisible, a network led by Chelsea
College of Arts, explored how to articulate
that which is not known or provable. London
College of Communication’s Listening
Across Disciplines II positioned listening as
an investigative tool for use in large-scale
societal and public health challenges.
The Centre for Sustainable Fashion has
been instrumental in building widespread
consensus on the need to rethink fast
fashion, with Professor Dilys Williams called
to give evidence to the House of Commons’
Environmental Audit Committee Inquiry into
fast fashion’s impact on the environment.
We have a strong presence in the cultural
and media sectors. Our most high-profile
engagement was as official academic
partner to the Design Museum’s five-star
exhibition Stanley Kubrick: The Exhibition.
Based on material from UAL’s Stanley
Kubrick Archive, this was among the year’s
most popular exhibitions at the Museum.
UAL’s ‘Through the Lens’ campaign
showcased our archive and short courses
while the exhibition closed with a joint
symposium looked at Kubrick’s design
legacy with the Design Museum. Elsewhere,
UAL Creative Computing Institute developed
a ground-breaking AI sound installation
working with Massive Attack and Third
Space Agency for the Barbican’s landmark
exhibition AI: More Than Human.
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Communication
and collaboration

arts.ac.uk

Camberwell College of Arts and Central
Saint Martins marked Bauhaus 100, the
centenary of the renowned art and design
school, with a programme of events and
activity in London and Dessau. Recent
graduates of Central Saint Martins featured
in the BBC documentary, Bauhaus Rules.
Other prominent partnerships with cultural
institutions include a student takeover of
the British Museum for a Friday Late to
celebrate Manga: Colour and Style. At
the National Gallery, Wimbledon College
of Arts costume students interpreted the
portraits of Lorenzo Lotto in live costume
for an evening of performances, in
collaboration with the Academy of Live
and Recorded Arts.
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London College of Communication’s
Refugee Journalism project supports
refugee and exiled journalists to re-start their
careers in the UK. The project collaborated
with The Guardian Foundation on monthly
masterclass sessions, delivered by leading
Guardian journalists and editors. For
Refugee Week, participants wrote articles
for the publication, with themes including
refugee mental health, experiences of war
and the challenges of cultural differences.
In a busy public affairs programme, we
engaged in sustained cross-sector lobbying
on immigration policy. This helped to bring
about in the welcome reintroduction of the
two-year post-study work visa, an important
step in ensuring the UK’s ability to attract
international students. We hosted a visit
from Colombian President Iván Duque
Márquez, who announced 15 scholarships
for Colombian students to specialise in
creative industries in London.

Republic of Korea’s first female ambassador
to the UK, H.E. Ms Enna Park, visited London
College of Fashion to share ideas around
fashion, collaboration and education.
We also welcomed staff on exchanges
from a dozen European universities.
We launched a major campaign, Discrimination
#NeverOK, across all Colleges. This raised
awareness of bullying and discrimination
and directed students to the support they
need when they encounter this. Alongside
the campaign, we introduced Stonewall’s
LGBT Role Models, LGBT Allies and Trans
Allies training. We attended UK Black Pride
for the first time, having been longstanding
participants in Pride in London. We are
expanding our Tell Someone campaign,
which has focused on sexual harassment,
to include confidential reporting of racial
harassment and discrimination. And this
autumn, we will launch a student manifesto
so that students can hold us to account
more easily. Meanwhile, work continues
towards achieving three equality
accreditations: Disability Confident
Employer, Race Equality Charter and
Stonewall Workplace Equality Index.
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Inspirational
environment
We make it a priority to enrich the
communities where we work and study.
In partnership with the Greater London
Authority, we launched the Fashion
District in East London after three years
of planning with local industry, business,
education and the public sector. The
Fashion District will reposition London’s
fashion sector as a creatively-led
digital manufacturing centre, speeding
up investment in skills, workspace,
businesses and innovation research
and development.
Talent Works gives London College of
Communication students paid work with local
charities, social enterprises and community
groups, at no cost to the client. This year, it
took the form of a pop-up studio, in which a
large, multi-disciplinary student team worked
intensively on client briefs, including films
and animations, websites, print materials,
social media assets, and strategy advice.
Meanwhile, Camberwell College of Arts
established the Centre for Engagement
though Creativity (The Playground), as a
new community space in Camberwell.
Central Saint Martins continued the Public
Collaboration Lab, a joint initiative with
Camden Council, exploring how to
alleviate overcrowding in local housing
with affordable, adaptable furniture.
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Our Creating New Histories strategy for
Camberwell, Chelsea and Wimbledon
Colleges of Arts continues in good stead,
as we entered the second year of five.
We are continuing to address our physical
footprint and use of space and how we can
utilise the potential benefits of our presence
as an arts college in local London boroughs.
We are also exploring the broader civic
purpose of the art college, looking at the
relationship between the students and
staff of a college and its local professional
and civic communities.
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We are on track to
meet our pledge to
cut our emissions
by 43% by 2020

Development of the new academic building at
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, East London
for London College of Fashion, made good
progress with a successful determination of
the planning application. Enabling works are
underway and the building should open in
time for the 2022/23 academic year.
We are on track to meet our pledge to cut
our emissions by 43% between 2013 –
2020, helped by our 2018 switch to 100%
renewable electricity. Our water deal with
Affinity for Business, in collaboration with
London Metropolitan University, will reduce
our carbon output while sharing best practice
in sustainability processes. Our catering
achieved Gold Standard Accreditation by the
Soil Association for the fourth consecutive
year. We are recruiting paid interns for our
Sustainability team, ensuring students are
involved in UAL’s sustainability efforts and
can gain experience in this field.
All academic operations will be placed under
our Environmental Management System
(ISO14001), making us one of the few
universities in the world with a comprehensive
measure of sustainability across all operations
including learning, teaching and research.
And from 2019/20, sustainability will be
a required part of the student experience
through the introduction of relevant learning
outcomes across courses. This will be
accompanied by the roll-out of a carbon
literacy training programme for all academic
and technical staff.
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Pride in
our people

Honours and
special achievements
Sir Nigel Carrington
Vice-Chancellor Nigel Carrington was
awarded a knighthood for services to higher
education and the creative industries in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours 2019.
Yinka Shonibare CBE &
Gillian Wearing CBE
UAL Honorary Fellow and alumnus Yinka
Shonibare MBE and Chelsea College of
Arts alumna Gillian Wearing both received
a CBE for services to art.
Bunny Christie OBE
Central Saint Martins alumna, set and
production designer Bunny Christie
received an OBE for services to theatre.
Es Devlin OBE RDI
& Ben Terrett RDI
UAL governors Es Devlin OBE and
Ben Terrett were named Royal
Designers for Industry.
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Nadine Ijewere
London College of Fashion graduate Nadine
Ijewere made history as the first woman of
colour in 125 years of the publication to
shoot the cover of Vogue.
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Eileen Hogan
Eileen Hogan: Personal Geographies was a
major exhibition work by the UAL Professor
of Fine Art, at the Yale Center of British Art,
New Haven, Connecticut.

Sir Nigel Carrington
Yinka Shonibare CBE
Gillian Wearing CBE
Bunny Christie OBE
Es Devlin OBE RDI
Ben Terrett RDI
Nadine Ijewere
Eileen Hogan
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Pride in our people

Individual prizes
and awards
Ashton Attzs
Ashton Attzs, Central Saint Martins BA (Hons)
Fine Art student, won the Evening Standard
Art Prize 2018 with ‘Don’t Stay in Ya Lane’,
their “joyful” tribute to transgender people
trying to stay afloat in difficult times.
Richard Whitby
Wimbledon lecturer Richard Whitby won
the prestigious £20,000 Jerwood/FVU Prize
to make a new moving-image work.
Sandy Powell
Costume Designer, UAL Honorary Fellow and
Central Saint Martins alumna Sandy Powell
won a BAFTA for The Favourite and was also
nominated for Mary Poppins Returns. She
received Oscar nominations for both films.
Tahsin Guner
Best Single Drama at the BAFTA TV Awards
2019, was won by London College of
Communication graduate Tahsin Guner
for his film, Killed by my Debt.
Kyle Portbury
Emmy® award for Kyle Portbury, Central
Saint Martins, for The Story of Sojourner
Truth. Kyle was also nominated for
outstanding achievement in directing.
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Sahra Mani
Sahra Mani from London College of
Communication won the One World Media
Best Feature Documentary 2019 and the
Documentary Feature Award at Athens
International Film Festival 2019 for her
graduation film. A Thousand Girls Like Me
tells the story of sexual abuse, systemic
misogyny and entrenched injustice in
Afghan culture. The film won seven
other international prizes.
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Bethany Williams
Bethany Williams, alumna of London College
of Fashion and supported by the Centre
for Fashion Enterprise, won the secondever Queen Elizabeth II Award for Design.
Rajlaxmi Jain
London College of Communication
graduate Rajlaxmi Jain won two Bronze
Lions at Cannes, for a mental health
toolkit for primary school children.
Sian McKeever
London College of Communication student
Sian McKeever won the Children’s Cover
Award in the Penguin Random House
Student Design Awards 2019.
Donatella Barbieri
Donatella Barbieri, London College of
Fashion Principal Lecturer Performance,
was awarded Prague Quadrennial 2019
Best Publication Scenography Award
for her book Costume in Performance:
Materiality, Culture and the Body.

UAL prizes and awards
UAL’s Social Programme for students in
our halls of residence was awarded Best
Residence Life Initiative 2019 at the College
and University Business Officers awards.
London College of Fashion won two
Green Gown Awards and a commendation
for the LCF × ASOS Circular Fashion
training pilot and ‘Fashion and Sustainability:
Understanding Luxury Fashion in a
Changing World’, our free online
course in partnership with Kering.

Charlie Schaffer
The BP Portrait Award 2019, was won
by won by Central Saint Martins’ Charlie
Schaffer for Imara in her Winter Coat.

UAL’s not just a shop, which sells designs
by students and recent graduates, won the
Strategic Innovation Award 2018 from the
Association of Graduate Careers Advisory
Services. not just a shop also opened its
e-business operation in 2018.

Dr Kimathi Donkor
Dr Kimathi Donkor, Course Leader,
BA (Hons) Fine Art Painting at Camberwell
College of Arts, won the De’Longhi Art
Projects Artist Award.

Six London College of Communication
advertising students won a Yellow Pencil,
Graphite Pencil and Wood Pencil at D&AD's
New Blood 2019 festival for individual and
collaborative projects.

Ashton Attzs
Richard Whitby
Sandy Powell
Tahsin Guner
Kyle Portbury
Sahra Mani
Charlie Schaffer
Dr Kimathi Donkor
Bethany Williams
Rajlaxmi Jain
Sian McKeever
Donatella Barbieri
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Financial
review
The University’s
financial performance
was underpinned
by strong
international fees

Income

The University has had another successful
year generating income of £321.6 million
(2018: £308.9 million) and a surplus of £11.5
million (2018: £22.4 million) which equates
to 3.6% (2018: 7.3%) of total income. The
surplus is required to fund the University’s
extensive capital programme to significantly
enhance accommodation for London
College of Communication and London
College of Fashion. The surplus for the
year is arrived at after a pension charge of
£20.8 million (2018: £18.7 million), which is
the difference between pension charges
calculated by the actuary and the cash paid
by the University during the year. It has arisen
largely due to changes in the performance of
the funds held, the assumptions used by the
actuary to value the liabilities.
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The University continues to receive
high application levels and strong place
acceptance rates. This reflects our continued
global appeal, and the rise in position of
UAL in the league tables (notably QS world
ranking and Complete University Guide)
reflects our continued focus on improving
quality. These factors not only contribute
significantly to our strong financial result but
position us well as we navigate the future
uncertain political and economic landscape
including the possible impact
of the Augar review.
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We continue to develop our enterprise
activities to help diversify our income
streams. The Awarding Body, Language
Centre and Study Abroad activities all
performed very well during the year with
higher income and contributions. UAL Short
Courses Limited, the University’s main
trading subsidiary, continues to help support
the University's Business and Innovation
Strategy although a rising pension liability
has made distribution of underlying
profits impossible.
As in previous years, the University’s financial
performance was underpinned by strong
international fees which increased to £130.4
million (2018: £116.6 million). International
students from outside the EU now comprise
39% of all students and help create a
powerfully diverse community.

Expenditure

Total expenditure increased by £23.8 million
and includes a 9.2% increase in staff costs
as a result of the net effect of the nationally
negotiated pay award; pay progression;
pension charges; and a small overall
increase in staff numbers.
UAL has continued to focus resources on
the student experience. Other operating
expenses have increased by 8.0%. Key
projects being undertaken to improve the
experience for students and staff include
continued investment in our student
admissions process; continued development
of our new student records system;
rationalising and improving our digital estate;
refreshing IT infrastructure, computers and
devices; and investing additional resources
in the upkeep of the estate.

Bursaries and scholarships

It is vital that the University remains open
to talented students regardless of their
background or financial means. To support
students with higher fees and those in
hardship, the University offers a package
of scholarships, bursaries and other support
with spend totalling over £4m each year.
We aim to ensure that students from less
well-off backgrounds are not deterred
from applying. We have been successful in
widening participation and are determined
to ensure that the fee level does not impede
further success.

The University
has had another
successful year
generating
income of
£321.6 million
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Where UAL's money comes from
International Fees

Home/EU Fees

41%

Where the money goes
Teaching and Research

38%
Buildings, Halls,
Catering and Retail

Other

arts.ac.uk

Grants
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External Contracts

55%

13%
7%
1%

Running the colleges

Central costs

External contracts,
interest and depreciation

22%
11%
8%
4%

How costs split between
staff and other costs

Non-staff costs
by category
Halls, Catering, Retail
and External Contracts
£29.5m

60%
Staff costs

40%
Non-staff costs

Teaching
departments
£22.1m

Staff costs
by area

Academic Services
£21.4m

11%

83%

Premises
£18.9m

Central costs

6%

Teaching related

Other
Repairs and
Maintenance
£12.2m
Depreciation and Interest
£8.9m

Non-staff costs
by area
General Education
£6.1m

56%

42%
Teaching
related

Premises,
residences,
other
Central
costs

2%

Cross university services
£2.8m

Student Services
£1.9m
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Staff costs by category

72%

28%

College-based staff:
Teaching			£55m
Technical			£17m
Research			£6m
Administration		
£21m
Short courses and other
£34m

Cross University staff

Total Income

Total Expenditure

Operating Surplus

£321.6m - £310.1m = £11.5m

Why does the university make an operating surplus?
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To ensure UAL’s a
 ctivities
remain financially
sustainable in the
long term
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To ensure UAL can replace
and refurbish its buildings
and equipment

To guard against events
that might damage UAL’s
financial health

To invest in the facilities
we need to deliver the
academic strategy

Balance sheet

The University’s balance sheet continues
to strengthen with net assets totalling
£348.0 million (2018: £343.1 million)
despite the large increase in pension
liability discussed below. This results
from a strong surplus and well managed
working capital. Student debtor levels
continue to be well controlled notwithstanding
the increase in income and the general
economic and political climate.

Pensions

The University’s employees primarily
belong to two pension schemes; the Local
Government Pension Scheme (LGPS)
and the Teachers’ Pension Scheme (TPS).
A small number of employees are members
of the Universities Superannuation
Scheme (USS).
The LGPS is a funded defined benefit
scheme with assets held in separate trustee
administered funds. The actuary’s report,
prepared in accordance with accounting
standards, calculates a funding shortfall
of £168.8 million at 31 July 2019 which
compares to £141.1 million at 31 July 2018.
The increase in liability is largely due to a
decrease in corporate bond yields which
are used to discount future pension
liabilities, which significantly offsets the
higher valuation of assets in the fund at
the year end.
TPS is an unfunded defined benefit scheme
and USS is a funded defined benefit scheme
where contributions are made on a pay-asyou-go basis. They are largely exempt from
the requirement of FRS 102 to incorporate
the financial position of the scheme within
the year end financial statements.

Liquidity and
treasury management

The University’s cash and short-term deposit
balances increased to £262.2 million (2018:
£219.9 million). Most of the funds have been
ring-fenced for the forthcoming capital
programme. A policy is in place for the
investment of short-term funds which has
been endorsed by the Finance Committee.
The University’s funds are held in short-term
deposits of up to one year in such a way as
to optimise returns to the University while
protecting the capital sum and ensuring that
liquid funds are available to meet operating
cash outflows and capital expenditure as
they fall due.
At 31 July 2019 UAL had outstanding longterm debt financing of £86.6 million (2018:
£91.2 million) which has been used to finance
our capital programme. The loan is repayable
in equal instalments over 25 years. UAL’s
gearing ratio (external borrowing to income)
is well within the University’s target.
The University also has in place a further
£120 million facility to fund its future
capital developments.

Summary

With a healthy surplus, tight control of working
capital, and a balance sheet that continues
to strengthen, these financial results underpin
the many initiatives being taken to deliver
our strategy in each of its four strands to:
transform education and enhance the student
experience; communicate and collaborate as
a world leading University; develop specialist
research and enterprise by diversifying and
expanding income streams; and build an
inspirational environment by generating
the funds that are essential for its capital
programme. This includes transformative
new campuses for London College of
Communication and London College
of Fashion.
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Key risks affecting
the University:
Student satisfaction – Meeting and
exceeding the expectations of students is a
key focus for the University and the student
experience is at the centre of the University’s
strategy. Key risks in this area include below
target NSS scores, attainment differentials
and ensuring fair access and participation.
The University has projects in progress to
address these risks and both the Academic
Strategy and the Academic Enhancement
Model use key performance indicators to
benchmark and monitor our progress in
this area.
Student recruitment – UAL has achieved
its undergraduate home/ EU and overseas
student number targets for both 2018/19
and 2019/20. By continuing to meet our
recruitment targets we will ensure that
the University remains financially strong
and is able to finance its planned capital
programmes. However, recruitment for
future years remains uncertain due to the
many developing and changing factors that
may impact our ability to continue to meet
our targets. UAL has developed a robust
monitoring framework within the target
setting and admissions cycle to identify
any potential under/over recruitment and
mitigate the short term likelihood and impact
of these outcomes. The University actively
continues to diversify our recruitment market.
Capital programme – UAL has two major
campus delivery projects planned over
the next five years. These will provide
purpose-built facilities for London College
of Fashion at the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park in Stratford, and London College of
Communication on a site adjacent to its
existing location at Elephant and Castle.
Good progress is being made with the
Stratford project and we are on track to
relocate all of London College of Fashion
activities to this site for the start of the
2022/23 academic year. A steering group
oversees this project with representation
from key stakeholder groups.
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The campus development for London
College of Communication has been
more challenging and a complex planning
landscape has resulted in a judicial review
of the scheme. This planning uncertainty
has had a significant impact on the
timeline associated with the capital project.
To mitigate the impact of delay, works are
being undertaken to prolong the life of the
existing site and to ensure it remains fit
for purpose.
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The University’s
balance sheet
continues to
strengthen with
net assets
totalling
£348 million

Security – Security continues to be
classified as a high risk with physical and
digital threats to our ongoing operations.
Physical security barriers are in operation
in our buildings where practical and we
have strengthened our procedures for
the admission of visitors across the
estate. To protect our digital infrastructure,
embedded assurance factors include:
protective monitoring and administrative
access reviews; continuity plans;
development of a staff/student awareness
programme; and a strong IT Security team.
Major change in political landscape,
including government funding, policy
for HE and BREXIT – Given the current
level of uncertainty within the HE sector, it
has been prudent to consider a number of
negative scenarios, and how the University
could respond. These include a reduction
in home tuition fees, currency inflation,
and a decline in students coming from key
overseas markets. In addition the University
has developed a Brexit risk register that
considers the potential negative impacts of a
no-deal Brexit. Within this are considerations
of a reduction in EU students, impact on
research funding, and the impact on EU
nationality staff. UAL would be most likely
to deploy a combination of responses to
address a significant shock to our strategy.
These plans have been considered by our
Finance Committee.

Moving forward

The results for the year and strong balance
sheet put the University in a good position to
continue to deliver its strategic objectives and
progress its capital plans. The University has
produced a budget for 2019 – 20 which:
— Manages changes in funding streams
and achieves a balanced position.
— Permits full compliance with Office for
Students (OfS) access and participation
requirements.
— Maintains postgraduate scholarships to
directly support students and to help and
encourage growth in postgraduate student
recruitment.
— Allows the University to continue its
strategic investment in specific IT, estates,
and other projects for the benefit of
students and staff in line with UAL’s
2015 – 22 strategy.
— Provides for the agreed pay award and
expected pay progression.
— Maintains the budget surplus at the
necessary level to generate sufficient
funds to finance UAL’s capital programme
including new buildings for London
College of Fashion and London College
of Communication for the benefit of
students and staff.

Five-Year summary of performance
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
						pre FRS 102
Total income (£m)
Surplus generated before exceptional items (£m)

321.6

308.9

281.4

280.9

263.8

11.5

22.4

17.4

26.7

25.3

Cash balances (£m)

172.3

106.6

67.4

60.1

71.6

Net Assets (£m)

348.0

343.1

285.6

251.5

274.5

Key performance indicators
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
						pre FRS 102
Ratio of surplus (before exceptional items) to total income (%)
Ratio of staff costs to total income (%)
Days ratio of net liquid assets to total expenditure
Gearing ratio (%)

3.6

7.2

6.2

9.5

8.6

58

55

56

52

52

205

137

94

87

109
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Public
benefit

Governance
review

University of the Arts London is an
exempt Charity under the terms of
the Charities Act 2011.

Sustainability strategy

In setting and reviewing the University’s
objectives and activities, the Court of
Governors has due regard to the Charity
Commission’s guidance on the reporting
of public benefit and particularly to its
supplementary guidance on the advancement
of education. This statement has been
included in response to the formal reporting
requirement overseen by the Office for
Students (OfS) as the principal regulator
of English higher education institutions
under the Charities Act 2011.
The overall aim of University of the Arts
London, as set out in the Education
Reform Act 1988, is:
— to provide higher education
— to provide further education
— to carry out research and to publish
the results of the research or any other
material arising out of or connected with it
in such manner as the University sees fit.
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In implementing its aims and objectives,
the University is guided by the vision, values
and priorities set out in its 2015 – 22 strategy.
The University’s core activities deliver
substantial public benefit and to support
this assertion the University aims to be
transparent and accountable in the way that
it manages any public funding it receives.
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The University continuously works to provide
public benefit. Initiatives taken during the
year include:
— The provision of significant bursaries,
scholarships and fee waivers to widen
participation on our courses.
— Engagement with the community through
a diverse schedule of events throughout
the year, from summer degree shows to
seminars and workshops.
— Progression partnership agreements
designed to promote the progression of
students from further education institutions
to University of the Arts London higher
education courses.
— Projects in partnership with local
authorities, government departments and
agencies, neighbourhood groups, local
businesses and residents to ensure that
we engage with the wider community in
a way which is sensitive to the area’s
people and urban landscape.

University of the Arts London aims to create
a culture of environmental stewardship in
order to develop and integrate sustainable
and ethical practice throughout all
aspects of our life and work. Art, design
and communication education can play
a vital role in the development of a more
sustainable future – the majority of a
product’s environmental and economic
costs can be determined during the
design process and before production
begins. UAL must therefore recognise
the global implications of its activities and
responsibilities. UAL wishes to maximise the
positive environmental, social and economic
impacts that result from these activities and
operate within an ethical and responsible
framework, which is reflected in the UAL
Environmental Management System,
ISO50001, the University’s Ethical Investment
Policy and Principles for Responsible
Investment (which is supported by the
United Nations), and the UAL Carbon
Management Plan.

Governors

The members of the University’s Court
of Governors are listed on page 5.

Creditor payment policy

It is the University’s policy to pay creditors
in accordance with its statutory obligations
or when they fall due for payment under the
terms of a prevailing contract. The majority
of suppliers’ invoices for goods and services
that comply with all relevant terms and
conditions are paid within 30 days from the
invoice date, unless other payment terms
have been agreed.

Staff and student involvement

The University places considerable value
on the involvement of its staff and students
and on good communication with them.
The University provides updates to all
staff at regular intervals during the year,
providing information on the University’s
progress, performance and successes. The
University recognises three trade unions and
there is a formal structure for information,
consultation and negotiation with their
elected representatives. Funds are set aside
each year for staff development, ensuring
that technical, management and professional
training is available to all levels of staff.
Social justice, diversity, and international
reach are part of the University’s core values,
behaviours and goals as embodied in our
UAL Strategy 2015 – 22.

The University continues to
strengthen academically and
financially. This has been
achieved through the effort
of the University’s staff.

We do this to identify ways of improving the
student and staff experience, and ensure UAL
promotes equality, in line with the Equality
Act 2010.

Gender pay gap

We take equal pay very seriously at UAL and
our gender pay gap is smaller than the national
average, especially in academic and research
positions. The latest data available, shows that
there is a gender pay gap favouring women
for Directors, Deans, Associate Deans and
Professors but at Deputy Director level, most
technical roles and in jobs at lower grades,
there is a gender pay gap favouring men. We
recognise there is still work to do. The overall
University gender pay gap was 7.2% in favour
of men, which is below the sector average.

Health and safety
Here we demonstrate how we are
committed to creating a diverse and inclusive
learning and working environment for all our
students and staff. The Strategy is aligned
with our Equal Opportunities Policy, our
Public Sector Equality Duty objectives and
the regulatory requirements set by the OfS
and Ofsted.

Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion

University of the Arts London is committed
to celebrating our rich diversity and creating
a supportive, inclusive environment for
students, staff and the creative and
community partners with whom we engage.
Our UAL Equal Opportunities Policy sets
out our commitment to promote equality,
diversity and inclusion on grounds of age,
caring responsibilities, disability, gender,
nationality, race, religious belief (or no
belief), sexual orientation, socio-economic
class and gender identity. We collect and
analyse data which contains demographic
information about the student and staff
population and monitor the progress made
in relation to the University’s Public Sector
Equality Duty Objectives. The Diversity Team
supports departments across UAL to carry
out reviews of their policies and services.

The University aspires to achieve a positive
health and safety culture. This requires
commitment and active co-operation by staff
and students alike, supported by sufficient
resources, training and guidance. The
University is committed to providing a safe and
healthy working environment through:
— the use of materials, equipment and
machinery that are safe and do not present
unacceptable risks to health;
— information, instruction, training and
supervision as necessary to ensure all staff
and students can work safely;
— the development of safe systems of work,
reflecting best practice, so that staff and
students expect good health and safety
practices as a matter of course.
The University believes commitment to health
and safety is essential in the proper execution
of management responsibilities. It therefore
ensures all managers have the necessary
competencies and skills to achieve this.
Health and safety is an integral part of
planning within the University at all levels.

are unaware; and each governor has taken
all the steps that they ought to have taken as
a governor to make themselves aware of any
relevant audit information and to establish
that the University’s auditors are aware of
that information.

Internal and external auditors

A full market testing of internal and external
audit providers is carried out periodically in
line with the conditions of funding of the OfS
and the University’s financial procedures.
KPMG LLP were reappointed by the Court
of Governors as the University’s external
auditors for the year ended 31 July 2019
following the last market testing exercise
during 2015 – 16. Pricewaterhouse Coopers
LLP were reappointed by the Court of
Governors as the University’s internal auditors
for the year ended 31 July 2019 following the
last market testing exercise during 2014 – 15.

Conclusion

The University continues to strengthen
academically and financially. This has
been achieved through the effort of the
University’s staff. We pass on the thanks
of the Court of Governors to them all for
their continued efforts.

Sir Nigel Carrington
Vice-Chancellor
26 November 2019			

Disclosure of information
to auditors

The governors in office at the date of approval
of this report confirm that, so far as they
are each aware, there is no relevant audit
information of which the University’s auditors

David Isaac CBE
Chair of the Court of Governors
26 November 2019		
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Corporate
governance
statement

The University is a higher education
corporation established under Section 121
of the Education Reform Act 1988 and an
exempt charity under charity legislation. Its
governing document is the Instrument and
Articles of Government which were approved
by Orders of the Privy Council.
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The University is committed to applying
best practice in all aspects of corporate
governance. This summary describes the
manner in which the University follows the
principles set out in the Higher Education
Code of Governance (Committee of University
Chairs, 2014). Its purpose is to help the
reader of the accounts understand how the
principles have been applied.
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During 2018, UAL applied to join the Office
for Students’ register of English higher
education providers (as an HE provider that
was previously funded by HEFCE). As part of
this application, UAL explained how it met the
conditions of registration, including how it has
in place adequate and effective management
and governance arrangements to deliver,
in practice, the public interest governance
principles set out by the OfS. These principles
include: academic freedom, accountability,
student engagement, academic governance,
risk management, value for money,
freedom of speech; ensuring that the size
and composition of the governing body is
appropriate; and that the members of the
governing body are fit and proper persons.
The OfS was content that UAL’s governance
arrangements complied with the initial
conditions of registration and the University
joined the register of providers in September

2018. The Court of Governors is responsible
for ensuring that UAL complies with all of its
conditions of registration and with the OfS’s
accounts direction.

Statement of internal control

The Court of Governors is the University's
governing body. Members of the Court
of Governors (known as "governors") are
the University's trustees. The Court of
Governors is made up principally of external
members from whom its Chair and Deputy
Chair are elected. Also included in its
membership are University staff members
and a nominated sabbatical officer of the
Students' Union, as student governor.
No governors are remunerated for their
work on the Court.
The Court of Governors is responsible for
the University's system of internal control
and for reviewing its effectiveness. Such
a system is designed to mitigate rather
than eliminate the risk of failure to achieve
business objectives and can only provide
reasonable and not absolute assurance
against material misstatement or loss.
The Court of Governors is of the view that
there is an ongoing process for identifying,
evaluating and managing the University's
significant risks; that it has been in place for
the year ended 31 July 2019 and up to the
date of approval of the annual report and
accounts; that it is regularly reviewed by the
Court and that it accords with the internal
control guidance for directors in the UK
Corporate Governance Code, as deemed
appropriate for higher education.

In line with regulatory guidance, the
University has in place a risk management
strategy and policy which have been
considered and endorsed by senior
management, the University's internal
auditors, and the Audit Committee (the
governors' lead body for assessing whether
the University is effectively managing its
risks). In addition, there is a risk management
group which meets termly and is made up
of senior staff from across the University
to ensure that key risks are identified and
contributing factors, mitigating actions and
controls are monitored. There have been no
critical internal audit findings during the year.
Consideration of all types of risks (business,
operational, compliance and financial)
and associated control mechanisms are a
standing item on the agendas of the Audit
Committee and other committees, such
as the Estates Committee and the People
Strategy Committee, where the risks are
relevant to them. The Audit Committee's
role in this area is to ensure a high level
review of the arrangements for internal
control. The Court's agenda includes regular
items for consideration of risk and control
and receives reports thereon from senior
management and the Audit Committee.
The emphasis is on obtaining the relevant
degree of assurance and not merely
reporting by exception.
At its meeting on 26 November 2019, the
Court received the results of the annual
assessment carried out by the Audit
Committee for the year ended 31 July 2019.
The Committee considered documentation

from the senior management team, internal
and external audit, and the assessment
took account of events since 31 July 2019.
These conclusions have been reported to our
regulator, the Office for Students.

discussed the conclusions of the review
in March 2018 and agreed a list of action
points at its July 2018 meeting. A further
review of progress made against actions was
undertaken in September 2019.

The Court of Governors

Key action points following the effectiveness
review include a reduction in the size of the
governing body from 25 to 17 (from 19 to
12 external governors) and the creation of
the Student Experience Advisory Group.
The Court agreed to reinforce its policy that
reappointment of external governors is based
on an assessment of their contribution and
attendance and that the normal period of
office is two terms (six years) except in special
circumstances (e.g. for committee chairs).
The Court also reiterated its commitment
to improving its own diversity in terms of
ethnicity and socio-economic background,
whilst maintaining an appropriate blend
of relevant skills and experience. The
Court has a near-equal gender balance at
present. Other agreed actions include the
strengthening of the relationship between
the Court and the Students' Union and the
consideration of new technology to improve
the accessibility of board papers.

The Court of Governors meets up to five
times per year. It endeavours to conduct its
business in accordance with the principles
of the Nolan Committee on standards in
public life (selflessness; integrity; objectivity;
accountability; openness; honesty;
leadership). The Court of Governors has
adopted the Higher Education Code of
Governance. The essential components of
each element of the HE Code of Governance
are in place.
The Court is responsible for the determination
of the educational character and mission
of the University and for oversight of its
activities, including the strategic direction of
the University; the effective and efficient use
of resources; approval of annual estimates
of income and expenditure; ensuring the
solvency of the University and safeguarding of
assets; the setting of a framework for the pay
and conditions of staff; and more specifically
the appointment and dismissal of the ViceChancellor and the Clerk to the Court. The
Court is also responsible for appointing (i)
governors within the parameters set out in
the Instrument and Articles of Government,
and subject to the responsibilities of the
Committee of Independent Governors; and
(ii) its Chair and Deputy Chair. The Court has
established several committees and one
advisory group, details of which are set out
below. All of these Committees are formally
constituted with terms of reference, and the
majority of these committees are comprised
of external members of the Court. The
Committees undertake a review of their own
terms of reference and effectiveness on an
annual basis. The Court monitors attendance
at governing body and committee meetings.
A summary of this is reported below. The
governing document of the University requires
the Court of Governors also to establish
an Academic Board which is comprised
of academics, senior managers, and
representatives of staff and students. There
are no external members on this Board.
In line with CUC guidance, every four years
the Court of Governors carries out an
effectiveness review of the way in which it
conducts its business. Such a review was
undertaken by an external independent
adviser in 2017. The review concluded that
the University "continues to have in place a
comprehensive framework and structure of
governance conforming to the requirements
of the Higher Education Code of Governance
and sector best practice" while also making
recommendations for further strengthening
of some governance processes. The Court

Academic Board

The Academic Board is responsible for the
academic life of the University in relation to
teaching and research. It operates through a
committee structure which also covers the six
constituent colleges of the University. It meets
three times a year.

Chair's Committee

The Chair's Committee meets on an ad-hoc
basis to consider matters of complexity or
urgency for which it has been given prior
delegated authority to act on behalf of the
Court of Governors.

Finance Committee

The Finance Committee, inter alia,
recommends to the Court the University's
annual revenue and capital budgets and
monitors performance in relation to the
approved budgets. The Finance Committee
can act for the Court on specific financial
issues where delegated authority has been
given. It meets three times a year at minimum.
The Estates and Finance Committees have
been given joint delegated responsibility
to oversee the progress of the University’s
current capital programme.
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Nominations Committee

The Nominations Committee, which
normally meets three times a year, considers
nominations for vacancies in the Court
membership for external governors in
accordance with the University's Instrument
and Articles of Government. It has approved
an appointments process, including a role
description for governors and a policy on
reappointments, to assist it in undertaking
this duty. The Committee advertises external
governor vacancies when they arise,
using the services of online non-executive
recruitment specialists and the Advance
HE portal. Search agencies have also been
used for particular roles such as the Chair
of Court.
The Committee regularly reviews the
composition of the governing body and
evaluates the specific skills, knowledge,
and experience required to fill potential
vacancies. The Committee also nominates
governors to fill vacancies on Court
committees. In considering the profile of the
governing body and any future recruitment,
the Nominations Committee has regard to
the University's Equal Opportunities
Policy as set out within the Equality and
Diversity Framework.
The Committee seeks to promote
gender balance and ethnic diversity in
its nominations and appointments.
The Committee has an awareness of
the student and staff profile in making its
recommendations. During 2018 – 19, the
Nominations Committee has considered
how to reduce the overall number of
governors, following the effectiveness
review recommendations, whilst
maintaining a balance of skills
and diversity.
The Committee also considers potential
reappointments of serving governors having
given due regard to their performance
and ability to contribute to the Court of
Governors in the light of the knowledge,
skills and experience required within the
governing body overall. In addition, it
considers arrangements for elections to staff
governor vacancies on behalf of the Court
of Governors. It reviewed and updated the
Standing Orders for Elections in 2019.
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Further Education Committee
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The Further Education Committee meets
three times a year. It monitors and reviews
the University's FE provision, as well as
the quality assurance and self-assessment
mechanisms. The Committee also reviews
UAL Awarding Body's performance and
monitors its statements of compliance, on
behalf of the Court of Governors.

People Strategy Committee

The People Strategy Committee is
responsible for advising the Court on
employment and other staffing matters
for which the Court is responsible. The
Committee ensures that the University has
appropriate mechanisms in place to deliver
effective consultation and negotiations with
recognised trade unions. The Committee
monitors the impact of the University's People
Strategy. As part of this, the Committee
reviews staff development plans, risks and
key performance indicators. The Committee
also considers the University's health and
safety matters, and equality and diversity
matters, and makes recommendations
thereon to the Court of Governors. The
Committee meets three times a year.

Remuneration Committee

This Remuneration Committee meets
twice a year to consider pay structures and
to determine the remuneration of senior
staff, including the Vice-Chancellor. The
Committee also considers severance matters.
Further information about the work of the
Remuneration Committee is set within the
Annual Remuneration Statement on page 41.

Estates Committee

The Estates Committee is responsible for
advising the Court and the Vice-Chancellor on
all matters relating to the University's property
portfolio. The Committee meets three times
a year at minimum. The Estates and Finance
Committees have been given joint delegated
responsibility to oversee the progress of the
University’s current capital programme.

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee has four scheduled
meetings a year, with the University's external
and internal auditors in attendance. The
Committee monitors risk management
arrangements and internal control. It
considers detailed reports together with
recommendations for the improvement of the
University's systems and control environment
along with management's responses and
implementation plans. It also receives and
considers reports from the OfS, and monitors
adherence to the regulatory requirements.
Whilst senior executives attend meetings
of the Audit Committee as necessary, they
are not members of the Committee and
the Committee meets with the internal and
external auditors on their own for independent
discussions. The Committee reviews its own
effectiveness via its annual report to Court
and via the self-assessments it carries out
from time to time. The Committee monitors
the University’s top risks and mitigating
measures via the receipt of regular reports
and presentations.

Student Experience
Advisory Group

This group was established in 2019, following
the recommendations which arose from
the governance effectiveness review. The
group consists of external governors, staff
members and the student governor. The
group advises on the development and
monitors the implementation of strategies and
policies relating to the student experience.
A particular focus of the group’s first meetings
has been academic enhancement, attainment
differentials, UAL’s access and participation
plan and student mental health initiatives.

Conferments Committee

The Conferments Committee is responsible
for considering honorary awards by the
University and for partner colleges when
requested to do so. It meets once or twice
a year.

Committee of
Independent Governors

This Committee is the appointing body
for independent governors in certain
circumstances as set out in the Instrument
and Articles of Government.

Going Concern

After making appropriate enquiries, the Court
of Governors considers that the University
has adequate resources to continue in
operation/existence for the foreseeable future.
For this reason they continue to adopt the
going concern basis in preparing the
financial statements.
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Governors’ attendance
records 2018 – 19
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Governor

Court meetings attended

Committee meetings attended

David Isaac CBE
(Chair of Court)

5/5

Remuneration Committee: 1/2

Chair’s Committee: 1/1

David Lindsell
(Deputy Chair of Court
Nominations Committee Chair)

5/5

Nominations Committee: 3/3
Remuneration Committee: 2/2
Chair’s Committee: 1/1

Finance Committee: 2/3
Estates Committee: 2/3
People Strategy Committee: 3/3

Aisha Cahn
(Retired 18 November 2018)

1/2

Conferments Committee: 1/1

Sir Nigel Carrington
(Vice-Chancellor and
Conferments Committee Chair)

5/5

Conferments Committee: 1/1
Nominations Committee: 2/3
Chair’s Committee: 0/1

Es Devlin OBE

2/5

Conferments Committee: N/A

Terry Finnigan

5/5

FE Committee: 2/2

David Fison
(Estates Committee Chair)

5/5

Estates Committee: 3/3
Finance Committee: 3/3

Chair’s Committee: 0/1

Harry Gaskell
(Finance Committee Chair)

3/5

Estates Committee: 3/3
Finance Committee: 3/3

Chair’s Committee: 1/1

Diane Gowland
(appointed 1 April 2019)

1/1

Andrew Hochhauser QC

4/5

Audit Committee: 4/4
People Strategy Committee: 2/2

Anita Israel

4/5

Student Experience Advisory
Group: 3/3

Kyran Joughin

5/5

N/A

Scott Mead

2/5

Conferments Committee: 1/1

Audit Committee: 4/4

Louise Moore

2/5

People Strategy Committee: 3/3
Nominations Committee: 2/2
Remuneration Committee: 2/2

Student Experience Advisory
Group: 2/3

Susan Orr

4/5

Nominations Committee: 2/3

Diana Osagie
(FE Committee Chair
Retired 30 April 2019)

2/4

FE Committee: 1/1

Matthew Phull

3/5

N/A

Sim Scavazza
(People Strategy Chair and Remuneration Committee Chair)

5/5

People Strategy Committee: 3/3
Remuneration Committee: 2/2

Jane Slinn

2/5

Audit Committee: 4/4

Nicolai Tangen

3/5

Estates Committee: 2/3

Finance Committee: 2/3

Ben Terrett RDI
(Student Experience Advisory
Group Chair)

5/5

Nominations Committee: 3/3
Conferments Committee: 1/1

Student Experience Advisory
Group: 2/3

Sir Eric Thomas

3/5

Estates Committee: 1/3

Finance Committee: 1/3

Alison Woodhams
(Audit Committee Chair)

3/5

Audit Committee: 4/4

FE Committee: 2/2

Estates Committee: 3/3
Finance Committee: 3/3
People Strategy Committee: 3/3

FE Committee: 0/1
Nominations Committee: 2/3

Chair’s Committee: 1/1
Student Experience Advisory
Group: 3/3

Annual
remuneration
statement
Background and Remit

The Remuneration Committee is responsible
for UAL’s policy on staff remuneration and,
in particular, the remuneration of senior
post holders. The Committee consists of
four external governors: Sim Scavazza
(Committee Chair), David Isaac CBE (Chair
of Court), David Lindsell (Deputy Chair of
Court) and Louise Moore. The Committee
meets twice a year. At its meeting in
October 2018, the Committee reviewed the
new CUC Higher Education Senior Staff
Remuneration Code (2018) and concluded
that UAL’s remuneration practices achieved
the elements of fair and appropriate
remuneration set out in this Code.
The Committee has now formally
adopted the Code.
In 2018 – 19, the Committee’s terms of
reference included:
— Considering policy frameworks for senior
staff remuneration and severance.
— Considering the Vice-Chancellor’s annual
appraisal and determining the ViceChancellor’s pay and conditions.
—D
 etermining the pay envelope and
salaries of senior post holders.
—D
 etermining the pay envelope for staff
on individual contracts.
—E
 ndorsing the pay award for all other staff,
following agreements at national level.
— Reviewing severance arrangements.
The Members of the Executive Board are
deemed to be the senior post holders and,
as such, are defined as: the Vice-Chancellor,
the two Deputy Vice-Chancellors, the four
Pro Vice-Chancellors, the Director of Human
Resources, the Chief Financial Officer, the
University Secretary and Registrar and,
from 1 May when they were appointed
to the Executive Board, the Director of
Communication and External Affairs and
the Director of Planning.

Policy for Senior Staff
(Excluding the ViceChancellor)

The Remuneration Committee has approved
a Senior Staff Pay Structure which applies
to staff with individual contracts (Deans and
Directors of Services, Professors, Chairs
and a number of other senior academic
and professional/administrative staff) and
to senior post holders, excluding the ViceChancellor. The structure was last reviewed
and updated in June 2018, when it was

agreed that it would consist of ten salary
bands, benchmarked against the mean
results of the UCEA senior staff remuneration
survey. The framework ensures that UAL’s pay
is competitive for senior staff, whilst exercising
control on overall costs.
Each June, the Committee reviews the
approach and cost envelope for the
remuneration of senior post holders
(excluding the Vice-Chancellor) and those on
individual contracts. The following factors are
amongst those considered in determining
increases to the cost envelope: the proposed
national pay award and pay increments due
to be received by graded staff; the level of pay
increases in the wider economy and the rate
of inflation; UAL budget forecasts; the need
to demonstrate reasonable pay restraint; and
the need to maintain appropriate differentials.
The Committee also considers the public
interest and the safeguarding of public funds
alongside the interests of the University.
Following determination of the envelope,
recommendations on individual senior post
holders are delegated to the Committee
Chair and the Vice-Chancellor, based on an
appraisal of each individual’s performance.
These recommendations are approved
by the Remuneration Committee at its
autumn meeting.

Policy for the Vice-Chancellor

At its autumn meeting the Remuneration
Committee receives feedback on the ViceChancellor’s appraisal meeting, which is
carried out by the Chair of the Court of
Governors, and considers the pay review and
objectives for the Vice-Chancellor. In 2018–19,
the Remuneration Committee determined the
Vice-Chancellor’s remuneration based on:
a comparison with pay awards made to all
staff across UAL, including other senior post
holders; a detailed benchmarking exercise,
comparing remuneration across the sector;
and the Committee’s own assessment of the
Vice-Chancellor’s performance during the
previous year. The Committee is also mindful
of the University’s strategic interests, the
public interest and the safeguarding of
public funds.

and the benchmark institutions as selected
by the CUC. The Committee also considers
the pay ratios of the Vice-Chancellor’s basic
salary to: the overall staff median basic salary;
the academic staff median basic salary; the
professorial median basic salary; and the
professional staff median basic salary.

Additional Information

Further information about the 2018 – 19 pay
ratios, the Vice-Chancellor’s remuneration,
and staff costs in general, are set out in
note 7 to the accounts.
For all staff, the University has in place a
contract of employment and the process for
reviewing these is delegated to the Human
Resources department. The standard UAL
contract states that income from external
sources can only be retained with the
permission of the University (via the line
manager). In relation to the Vice-Chancellor,
no additional income was received from
external sources during this period. The
University also has in place an Expenses
Policy for all staff, the operation of which is
delegated to the Finance department.
The University has a policy for the payment
of one-off performance-related bonuses:
in certain circumstances bonuses may be
paid to graded staff and staff on individual
contracts; bonus payments are not made
to senior post holders.
The Vice-Chancellor is not a member of
the Remuneration Committee. The ViceChancellor and the Director of Human
Resources are invited to attend committee
meetings to provide advice on certain items,
but they are not present when their own
remuneration is under consideration.

The Committee receives detailed
benchmarking data, to enable it to compare
the Vice-Chancellor’s remuneration to levels
set at other institutions. Comparisons are
made against: all other London universities;
a regional peer group; all UK universities;
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Statement of Court of
Governors' responsibilities
in respect of the annual
report and the financial
statements
The Court of Governors is responsible
for preparing the Annual Report and the
financial statements in accordance with the
requirements of the Office for Students’
terms and conditions of funding for higher
education institutions and Research
England’s terms and conditions of
Research England grant and applicable
law and regulations.
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The Court of Governors is required to
prepare group and parent University
financial statements in accordance with
UK accounting standards and applicable
law (UK Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice), including FRS 102 The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK
and Republic of Ireland. The terms and
conditions of funding further require the
financial statements to be prepared in
accordance with the 2015 Statement of
Recommended Practice – Accounting for
Further and Higher Education, in accordance
with the requirements of the Accounts
Direction issued by the Office for Students.
The Court of Governors is required to
prepare financial statements which give a
true and fair view of the state of affairs of
the group and parent University and of their
income and expenditure, gains and losses
and changes in reserves for that period.
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In preparing each of the group and parent
University financial statements, the Court
of Governors is required to:
— s elect suitable accounting policies and
then apply them consistently;
—m
 ake judgements and estimates that
are reasonable and prudent;
— s tate whether applicable UK accounting
standards have been followed, subject
to any material departures disclosed and
explained in the financial statements;
—a
 ssess the group and parent University’s
ability to continue as a going concern,
disclosing, as applicable, matters related
to going concern; and
—u
 se the going concern basis of
accounting unless it either intends
to liquidate the group or the parent
University or to cease operations, or
has no realistic alternative but to do so.

The Court of Governors is responsible
for keeping proper accounts and proper
records in relation to the accounts. They
are responsible for such internal control as
they determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error, and have general
responsibility for taking such steps as are
reasonably open to them to safeguard the
assets of the group and to prevent and
detect fraud and other irregularities.
The Court of Governors is also
responsible for ensuring that:
— funds from whatever source administered
by the Group or the University for specific
purposes have been properly applied
to those purposes and managed in
accordance with relevant legislation;
— funds provided by the Office for Students
and Research England have been
applied in accordance with the terms and
conditions attached to them;
— ensuring that there are appropriate
financial and management controls in
place to safeguard public funds and funds
from other sources; and
— securing the economical, efficient and
effective management of the University’s
resources and expenditure.
The Court of Governors is responsible for the
maintenance and integrity of the corporate
and financial information included on the
University’s website. Legislation in the UK
governing the preparation and dissemination
of financial statements may differ from
legislation in other jurisdictions.
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Independent auditor’s
report to the Court of
Governors of University
of the Arts, London
Report on the audit
of the financial
statements
Opinion

Basis for opinion

In our opinion the financial statements:
– give a true and fair view of the state of
the Group’s and the University’s affairs as
at 31 July 2019, and of the Group’s and
the University’s income and expenditure,
gains and losses and changes in
reserves, and of the Group’s cash flows,
for the year then ended;
– have been properly prepared in
accordance with UK accounting
standards, including FRS 102 The
Financial Reporting Standard applicable
in the UK and Republic of Ireland,
and with the 2015 Statement of
Recommended Practice – Accounting
for Further and Higher Education; and
–m
 eet the requirements of the Accounts
Direction dated 19 June 2018 issued by
the Office for Students, other than where
the University has applied the allowance
to early adopt the requirements of
paragraph 12(d) of the Accounts
Direction for periods beginning on or
after 1 August 2019 as published on
25 October 2019.

The impact of uncertainties
due to the UK exiting the
European Union on our audit
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We have audited the financial statements
of University of the Arts, London (“the
University”) for the year ended 31 July
2019 which comprise the Consolidated
Statement of Comprehensive Income
and Expenditure, the Consolidated and
University Balance Sheet, the Consolidated
and University Statement of Changes in
Reserves and the Consolidated Cash Flow
Statement and related notes, including the
accounting policies in note 1.
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We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing
(UK) (“ISAs (UK)”) and applicable law. Our
responsibilities are described below. We have
fulfilled our ethical responsibilities under, and
are independent of the group in accordance
with, UK ethical requirements including
the FRC Ethical Standard. We believe that
the audit evidence we have obtained is a
sufficient and appropriate basis for
our opinion.

Uncertainties related to the effects of
Brexit are relevant to understanding our
audit of the financial statements. All audits
assess and challenge the reasonableness
of estimates made by the governors, and
related disclosures and the appropriateness
of the going concern basis of preparation
of the financial statements. All of these
depend on assessments of the future
economic environment and the Group’s
future prospects and performance. Brexit is
one of the most significant economic events
for the UK, and at the date of this report its
effects are subject to unprecedented levels of
uncertainty of outcomes, with the full range
of possible effects unknown. We applied a
standardised firm-wide approach in response
to that uncertainty when assessing the
Group’s future prospects and performance.
However, no audit should be expected to
predict the unknowable factors or all possible
future implications for a University and this
is particularly the case in relation to Brexit.

Going concern

The Court of Governors has prepared the
financial statements on the going concern
basis as they do not intend to liquidate the
Group or the University or to cease their
operations, and as they have concluded
that the Group and the University’s financial
position means that this is realistic. They
have also concluded that there are no
material uncertainties that could have cast
significant doubt over their ability to continue
as a going concern for at least a year
from the date of approval of the financial
statements (“the going concern period”).
We are required to report to you if we have
concluded that the use of the going concern
basis of accounting is inappropriate or there
is an undisclosed material uncertainty that
may cast significant doubt over the use
of that basis for a period of at least a year
from the date of approval of the financial
statements. In our evaluation of the Court of
Governors’ conclusions, we considered the
inherent risks to the Group’s business model,
including the impact of Brexit, and analysed
how those risks might affect the Group
and the University’s financial resources or
ability to continue operations over the going
concern period. We have nothing to report
in these respects. However, as we cannot
predict all future events or conditions and as
subsequent events may result in outcomes
that are inconsistent with judgements that
were reasonable at the time they were
made, the absence of reference to a material
uncertainty in this auditor's report is not a
guarantee that the Group or the University
will continue in operation.

Other information

The Court of Governors is responsible for
the other information, which comprises
the Strategic Review and the Report of
the Court of Governors and Corporate
Governance Statement. Our opinion on
the financial statements does not cover
the other information and, accordingly,
we do not express an audit opinion or any
form of assurance conclusion thereon.
Our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider
whether, based on our financial statements
audit work, the information therein is
materially misstated or inconsistent with
the financial statements or our audit
knowledge. Based solely on that work,
we have not identified material
misstatements in the other information.

Court of Governors
responsibilities

As explained more fully in their statement
set out on page 42, the Court of Governors
is responsible for: the preparation of the
financial statements and for being satisfied
that they give a true and fair view; such
internal control as it determines is necessary
to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error;
assessing the Group and parent University’s
ability to continue as a going concern,
disclosing, as applicable, matters related to
going concern; and using the going concern
basis of accounting unless it either intends to
liquidate the Group or the parent University
or to cease operations, or has no realistic
alternative but to do so.

The purpose of our audit
work and to whom we owe
our responsibilities

This report is made solely to the Court
of Governors, in accordance with the
Articles, Charters, Statutes or Ordinances
of the institution. Our audit work has been
undertaken so that we might state to the
Court of Governors those matters we are
required to state to them in an auditor’s
report and for no other purpose. To the
fullest extent permitted by law, we do not
accept or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the University and the Court
of Governors for our audit work, for this
report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Auditor’s responsibilities

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue our opinion in
an auditor’s report. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but does not
guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error
and are considered material if, individually
or in aggregate, they could reasonably
be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis
of the financial statements.
A fuller description of our responsibilities
is provided on the FRC’s website at
www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities.

Fleur Nieboer
for and on behalf of KPMG LLP
Statutory Auditor
Chartered Accountants
15 Canada Square
London
E14 5GL
26 November 2019

Report on other legal and
regulatory requirements

We are required to report on the following
matters under the Office for Students and
Research England Audit Codes of Practice
issued under the Further and Higher
Education Act 1992.
In our opinion, in all material respects:
– funds from whatever source administered
by the Group or the University for specific
purposes have been properly applied
to those purposes and managed in
accordance with relevant legislation;
– income has been applied in accordance
with the University's Statutes;and
– funds provided by the Office for Students
and Research England have been applied
in accordance with the terms
and conditions attached to them.
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Consolidated and University Statement of
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Year Ended 31 July 2019

		 2019
		Consolidated
		
£’000
Notes

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

Income					
Tuition fees and education contracts
1
253,152
241,768
236,516
225,833
Funding body grants
2
22,700
22,700
25,320
25,320
Research grants and contracts
3
1,418
1,418
920
920
Other income
4
39,468
41,138
37,744
42,555
Investment income
5
2,856
2,851
1,961
1,961
Donations and endowments
6
2,036
2,036
6,422
6,422
Total income		

321,630

311,911

308,883

303,011

					
Expenditure
Staff costs
7
186,740
179,050
171,058
164,051
Other operating expenses
8
114,806
112,668
106,289
104,105
Depreciation
11
3,553
3,553
3,545
3,545
Interest and other finance costs
9
5,348
5,313
5,710
5,660
Total expenditure		

310,447

300,584

286,602

277,361

					
Surplus before other gains and losses
11,183
11,327
22,281
25,650
Gain on investments
21
330
330
159
159
Surplus for the year		 11,513
Actuarial (loss)/gain in respect of pension schemes
27
(6,671)

11,657
(6,279)

22,440
35,126

25,809
33,562

5,378

57,566

59,371

Represented by:					
Endowment comprehensive income for the year		
381
381
223
Restricted comprehensive income for the year		
174
174
62
Unrestricted comprehensive income for the year		
4,592
5,128
57,586
Revaluation reserve comprehensive income for the year		
(305)
(305)
(305)

223
62
59,391
(305)

		 4,842

59,371

Total comprehensive income for the year		
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All items of income and expenditure relate to continuing activities.
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4,842

5,378

57,566

Consolidated and University Statement of
Changes in Reserves
Year Ended 31 July 2019

Consolidated		Income and expenditure account		
Endowment
Restricted
Unrestricted
£’000
£’000
£’000

Revaluation
reserve
£’000

Total
£’000

4,502

1,683

257,793

21,588

285,566

Surplus from the income and expenditure statement
Other comprehensive income
Transfers between revaluation and income and expenditure reserve
Release of restricted funds spent in year

278
–
–
(55)

1,054
–
–
(992)

21,108
35,126
305
1,047

–
–
(305)
–

22,440
35,126
–
–

Total comprehensive income for the year

223

62

57,586

(305)

57,566

4,725

1,745

315,379

21,283

343,132

Surplus from the income and expenditure statement

430

851

10,232

–

11,513

Other comprehensive income
Transfers between revaluation and income and expenditure reserve
Release of restricted funds spent in year

–
–
(49)

–
–
(677)

(6,671)
305
726

–
(305)
–

(6,671)
–
–

Total comprehensive income for the year

381

174

4,592

(305)

4,842

5,106

1,919

319,971

20,978

347,974

University		Income and expenditure account		
Endowment
Restricted
Unrestricted
£’000
£’000
£’000

Revaluation
reserve
£’000

Total
£’000

21,588

284,124

Balance at 1 August 2017

Balance at 1 August 2018

Balance at 31 July 2019

Balance at 1 August 2017

4,502

1,683

256,351

Surplus from the income and expenditure statement
278
1,054
24,477
–
25,809
Other comprehensive income
–
–
33,562
–
33,562
Transfers between revaluation and income and expenditure reserve
–
–
305
(305)
–
Release of restricted funds spent in year
(55)
(992)
1,047
–
–
					
Total comprehensive income for the year
223
62
59,391
(305)
59,371
Balance at 1 August 2018

4,725

1,745

315,742

21,283

343,495

Surplus from the income and expenditure statement
430
851
10,376
–
11,657
Other comprehensive income
–
–
(6,279)
–
(6,279)
Transfers between revaluation and income and expenditure reserve
–
–
305
(305)
–
Release of restricted funds spent in year
(49)
(677)
726
–
–
						
Total comprehensive income for the year
381
174
5,128
(305)
5,378
Balance at 31 July 2019

5,106

1,919

320,870

20,978

348,873
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Consolidated and University Balance Sheet
at 31 July 2019

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

(4,166)
409,626
22,400
–

(4,166)
409,956
22,400
–

(4,256)
412,863
22,400
1

(4,256)
413,193
22,400
1

		 427,860

428,190

431,008

431,338

Current assets
Stock
Trade and other receivables
Investments
Cash and cash equivalents

469
13,354
89,949
172,258

469
13,185
89,948
171,750

480
13,937
113,253
106,623

480
13,583
113,253
105,794

		 276,030

275,352

234,293

233,110

Less: Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

(75,599)

(77,032)

(65,160)

(65,417)

Net current assets		 200,431

198,320

169,133

167,693

Total assets less current liabilities		 628,291

626,510

600,141

599,031

		 2019
		Consolidated
Notes
£’000
Non-current assets
Negative goodwill
Fixed assets
Heritage assets
Investments

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17

18

Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year

19

(100,773)

(100,773)

(105,847)

(105,847)

Provisions
Pension provisions
Other provisions

20
20

(175,647)
(3,897)

(172,967)
(3,897)

(147,017)
(4,145)

(145,544)
(4,145)

Total net assets 		
347,974
348,873
343,132

343,495

Restricted reserves
Income and expenditure reserve – endowment reserve
Income and expenditure reserve – restricted reserve

21
22

5,106
1,919

5,106
1,919

4,725
1,745

4,725
1,745

Unrestricted reserves
Income and expenditure reserve – unrestricted
22
Revaluation reserve		

319,971
20,978

320,870
20,978

315,379
21,283

315,742
21,283

Total reserves		

347,974

348,873

343,132

343,495
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The financial statements were approved by the Court of Governors on 26 November 2019 and signed on its behalf by:
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Sir Nigel Carrington
David Isaac CBE
Vice-Chancellor
Chair of the Court of Governors		

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31 July 2019

		2019
Notes
£000

2018
£000

Cash flow from operating activities
Surplus for the year		

11,513

22,440

Adjustment for non-cash items
Depreciation
Benefit on acquisition of College's released to Income
Gain on investments
Decrease/(Increase) in stock
Decrease/(Increase) in debtors
Increase in creditors
Pension charges less contributions payable
(Decrease)/Increase in other provisions

11
10
21
14
15
18/19
27
20

3,553
(89)
(330)
11
583
10,039
21,959
(248)

3,545
(89)
(159)
(56)
(1,584)
1,350
18,606
93

Adjustment for investing or financing activities
Investment income
5
Interest payable
9
Capital grant income		

(2,856)
1,420
(2,110)

(1,961)
1,289
(1,580)

Net cash inflow from operating activities

43,445

41,894

Cash flows from investing activities
Capital grants receipts		
Withdrawal of deposits		
Investment income		
Payments made to acquire fixed assets		

2,110
23,634
2,856
(316)

1,580
12,539
1,961
(12,786)

		28,284
				
Cash flows from financing activities
Interest paid		
(1,420)
Repayment of amounts borrowed		
(4,674)

3,294
(1,289)
(4,673)

		(6,094)
(5,962)
						
		
Increase in cash and cash equivalents in the year		65,635
39,226
						
		
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year
17
106,623
67,397
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year
17
172,258
106,623

The accompanying notes form part of the financial statements.
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Statement of principal
accounting policies
Basis of preparation

These financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the
Statement of Recommended Practice
(SORP): Accounting for Further and
Higher Education 2015, in accordance
with Financial Reporting Standards (FRS
102) and the Accounts Direction issued
by the Office for Students. The University
has opted to partially early adopt the
19/20 Accounts Direction relating to the
calculation of the ratios of median staff
pay to VC salary (section 12d). The ratios
include all staff reported to HMRC through
real-time returns. The comparative is
consistent hence the prior year has not
been adjusted. The University is a public
benefit entity and therefore has applied the
relevant public benefit requirement of FRS
102. The financial statements are prepared
in accordance with the historical cost
convention

Basis of consolidation

The consolidated financial statements
include the University and all its subsidiaries
for the financial year to 31 July 2019.
Intra-group transactions are eliminated
on consolidation.
The consolidated financial statements do
not include the income and expenditure of
the Students’ Union as the University does
not exert control or dominant influence
over policy decisions.

Income recognition

Fee income is stated gross of any
expenditure which is not a discount and
credited to the Consolidated Statement of
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
over the period in which students are
studying. Where the amount of the tuition
fee is reduced by a discount for prompt
payment, income receivable is shown net
of the discount. Bursaries and scholarships
are accounted for gross as expenditure
and not deducted from income.
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Income from the sale of goods or services
is credited to the Consolidated Statement
of Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
when the goods or services are supplied to
the external customers or the terms of the
contract have been satisfied.
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Funds the University receives and
disburses as paying agent on behalf of
a funding body are excluded from the
income and expenditure of the University
where the University is exposed to minimal
risk or enjoys minimal economic benefit
related to the transaction. Investment
income is recognised in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
on a receivable basis.

Grant funding

Government revenue grants including
funding council block grant and research
grants are recognised in income over the
periods in which the University recognises
the related costs for which the grant is
intended to compensate. Where part of
a government grant is not expended it
is carried forward as deferred income
within creditors.
Grants (including research grants) from
non-government sources are recognised in
income when the University is entitled to the
income and performance-related conditions
have been met. Income received in advance
of performance-related conditions being
met is recognised as deferred income within
creditors in the balance sheet and released
to income as the conditions are met.

Donations and endowments

Donations and endowments are recognised
in income when the University is entitled
to the funds. Where the donor imposes
restrictions, income is retained in restricted
reserves until such time as it is utilised in
line with such restrictions, at which point
the income is released to general reserves
through a reserve transfer. Investment income
and appreciation of endowments is recorded
in income in the year in which it arises and
as either restricted or unrestricted income
according to the terms of the concerned
endowment fund.
There are four main types of donations and
endowments identified within reserves:
1. R
 estricted donations - the donor has
specified that the donation must be used
for a particular objective
2. U
 nrestricted permanent endowments the donor has specified that the fund is to
be permanently invested to generate an
income stream for the general benefit
of the University.
3. Restricted expendable endowments - the
donor has specified a particular objective
other than the purchase or construction
of tangible fixed assets, and the University
has the power to use the capital
4. R
 estricted permanent endowments the donor has specified that the fund is
to be permanently invested to generate
an income stream to be applied to a
particular objective.

Capital grants

Government capital grants are recognised
in income over the expected useful life of the
asset. Other capital grants are recognised in
income when the University is entitled to
the funds subject to any performance
related conditions.

Accounting for
retirement benefits

The three principal pension schemes for
the University’s staff are the Universities
Superannuation Scheme (USS), the Teachers’
Pension Scheme (TPS) and the Local
Government Pension Scheme (LGPS). The
schemes are defined benefit schemes which
are externally funded and contracted out
of the State Second Pension (S2P). Each
fund is valued every three to five years by
professionally qualified independent actuaries.

Defined contribution plan

A defined contribution plan is a postemployment benefit plan under which the
University pays fixed contributions into
a separate entity and will have no legal
or constructive obligation to pay further
amounts. Obligations for contributions to
defined contribution pension plans are
recognised as an expense in the income
statement in the periods during which
services are rendered by employees.
The TPS and USS are treated as defined
contribution plans, since the University is
unable to identify its share of the underlying
assets and liabilities of these schemes.

Defined benefit plan

Defined benefit plans are post-employment
benefit plans other than defined contribution
plans. Under defined benefit plans, the
University has an obligation to provide
agreed benefits to current and former
employees who are members of the
scheme, and actuarial risk (that benefits
will cost more or less than expected) and
investment risk (that returns on assets set
aside to fund the benefits will differ from
expectations) are borne, in substance,
by the University. Accordingly, the Group
recognises a liability for its obligations under
defined benefit plans net of plan assets.
This net defined benefit liability is measured
as the estimated amount of benefit that
employees have earned in return for their
service in the current and prior periods,
discounted to determine its present value,
less the fair value (at bid price) of plan
assets. The calculation is performed by a
qualified actuary using the projected unit
credit method.

Employment benefits

Short term employment benefits such as
salaries and compensated absences are
recognised as an expense in the year in
which the employees render service to the
University. Any unused benefits are accrued
and measured as the additional amount the
University expects to pay as a result of the
unused entitlement.

Operating leases

Costs in respect of operating leases are
charged on a straight line basis over the
lease term.
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Statement of principal accounting policies

The University holds a number of nomination
agreements with student accommodation
service providers. The University has
assessed the agreements and is treating
them as operating leases. The agreements
guarantee that University students will
occupy a minimum proportion of rooms
within a property over a year. The operation
of each agreement varies. Depending on
the occupancy level attained against the
guaranteed occupancy level, the University
will either receive surplus income from the
service provider or make a payment to cover
under-occupancy.
Where information is available on the rent
collected from students by the service
provider, and the service provider is
considered to be acting as an agent for the
University, the net payment or receipt is
grossed-up to show income and expenditure
separately in the financial statements. Where
this information is not readily obtainable by
the University, a net payment is recognised
in expenditure and a receipt is recognised
in income.

Foreign currency

Transactions denominated in foreign
currencies are recorded at the rate
of exchange ruling at the dates of the
transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies are
translated into sterling either at year-end
rates or, where there are related forward
foreign exchange contracts, at contract
rates. The resulting exchange differences are
dealt with in the determination of income and
expenditure for the financial year.

Fixed assets

Fixed assets are stated at cost less
accumulated depreciation. Where parts of
a fixed asset have different useful lives, they
are accounted for as separate items of
fixed assets.

Land and property

The cost of land and property inherited on
incorporation cannot readily be ascertained
and is therefore included on the basis of
valuations carried out in November 1989
using the assumption that the buildings will
continue in educational use. Other land and
buildings are included in the balance sheet
at cost.
Freehold land is not depreciated. Freehold
buildings are depreciated over their expected
useful life to the University of up to 50 years.
Where property held is listed, it is deemed
to have an infinite useful life and thus not
depreciated. Leasehold land and buildings
are amortised over 50 years or, if shorter,
the period of the lease. Improvements to
freehold buildings are depreciated
over 10 to 20 years.
Where land and buildings are acquired with
the aid of specific grants they are capitalised
and depreciated as above.
Buildings under construction are accounted
for at cost, based upon the value of
architects’ certificates and other direct
costs incurred during the year. They are not
depreciated until they are brought into use.
Finance costs which are directly attributable
to the construction of land and buildings are
not capitalised as part of the cost of
those assets.

Equipment

Equipment costing less than £40,000
per individual item is written off to the
income and expenditure account in the
year of acquisition. All other equipment is
capitalised at cost. Capitalised equipment
is depreciated over its useful economic life
as follows:
Computer equipment:
33% per annum
Fixtures, fittings and
other equipment:		
20% per annum

Where equipment is acquired with the
aid of specific grants it is capitalised and
depreciated in accordance with the
above policy.

Heritage assets

Assets that are of historical, scientific,
artistic or technological value and are held
and maintained by the University primarily
for their contribution to knowledge and
culture, are recognised in the balance
sheet at valuation. The value of the assets
is periodically reviewed to ensure they
are adequately stated. Gains and losses
on revaluation are recognised in the
statement of recognised gains and losses.
No depreciation is charged on heritage
assets as they are expected to have a
long economic life. Maintenance costs
are recognised when incurred.

Intangible assets and goodwill
Negative goodwill arising in respect of
the activities of colleges transferred to the
University is included within fixed assets.
Negative goodwill is amortised over the
service lives of long life assets to which the
goodwill is attributed.

Investments

Non current asset investments are stated
at cost less any impairment.

Stock

Stocks are stated at the lower of their cost
and net realisable value. Where necessary,
provision is made for obsolete, slow moving
and defective stocks.
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Cash and cash equivalents
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Cash includes cash in hand, deposits
repayable on demand and overdrafts.
Cash equivalents are highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to
known amounts of cash within 90 days
with insignificant risk of change in value.

Provisions

Provisions are recognised in the financial
statements when:
(a) the University has a present obligation
(legal or constructive) as a result of a past
event;
(b) it is probable that an outflow of economic
benefits will be required to settle the
obligation; and
(c) a
 reliable estimate can be made of the
amount of the obligation.
The amount recognised as a provision is
determined by discounting the expected
future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that
reflects risks specific to the liability.

Taxation

The University is an exempt charity within the
meaning of Part 3 of the Charities Act 2011.
It is therefore a charity within the meaning of
Para 1 of schedule 6 to the Finance Act 2010
and accordingly, the University is exempt
from taxation in respect of income or capital
gains received within categories covered
by section 478–488 of the Corporation Tax
Act 2010 (CTA 2010) or section 256 of the
Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992, to
the extent that such income or gains are
applied to exclusively charitable purposes.
The University is partially exempt in respect
of Value Added Tax, so that it can only
recover a minor element of VAT charged
on its inputs. Irrecoverable VAT on inputs
is included in the costs of such inputs and
added to the cost of tangible fixed assets as
appropriate.
The University’s subsidiaries are liable to
Corporation Tax in the same way as any
other commercial organisation.

Reserves

Reserves are classified as restricted or
unrestricted. Restricted endowment reserves
include balances which, through endowment
to the University, are held as a permanently
restricted fund which the University must
hold in perpetuity.
Other restricted reserves include balances
where the donor has designated a specific
purpose and therefore the University is
restricted in the use of these funds.

Non-basic financial
instruments

Judgements and estimates

Fixed assets
Buildings have been apportioned between
two components: property and fixtures,
fittings and equipment. The apportionment
of the costs between these components was
based on the elemental cost breakdowns
of the projects to establish the appropriate
proportion of costs that should be attributed
to the identified components.
Assumptions have also been made regarding
the remaining useful economic lives of
the buildings. Consideration has been
given to both the physical and functional
obsolescence of the building and its
components.
Annual leave accrual
The University has provided for the cost
of unused annual leave of its employees
at the end of the financial year. For nonacademic staff the accrual was based
on the actual leave carried forward at 31
July. The University has assumed that for
academic staff a consistent level of leave
similar to other staff is carried forward by
each member of staff.
Financial instruments
The University has entered into a number of
interest rate caps. These caps have been
valued at the year-end using valuations as
provided by our bank.
Heritage assets
Heritage assets are valued based on
assumptions made by external valuers.
Asset valuations are determined by the
valuer’s opinion on the physical condition
of items and their judgement of market
conditions.
Retirement benefit obligations
In determining the valuation of defined benefit
schemes’ assets and liabilities, a number of
key estimates and assumptions have been
made in relation to:
– inflation rate;
– life expectancy;
– discount rate; and
– salary and pension growth rates.
The University is exposed to risks through its
defined benefit schemes if actual experience
differs to the estimates used and through
volatility in the plan assets. Details of the
estimates used, and associated sensitivities,
are included in note 27.

As part of managing its interest cost on
variable-rate loans, the Group has entered
into a number of fixed-rate interest rate caps.
These caps are measured at market value
and, by default, the gain (or loss) on
remeasurement is recognised as
financing income (or costs).
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Notes to
the accounts
1. Tuition fees and education contracts		
2019
		Consolidated
		
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

HE home and EU students		
HE international students		
FE home and EU students		
FE international students		
Non-credit bearing courses		
Exam and registration fees		

94,652
116,221
707
14,174
19,841
7,557

94,652
116,216
707
14,174
8,462
7,557

95,383
103,041
730
13,581
17,805
5,976

95,383
103,041
730
13,581
7,122
5,976

		

253,152

241,768

236,516

225,833

14,602
2,710

14,602
2,710

15,771
4,395

15,771
4,395

2. Funding body grants
Recurrent grant
		
Office for Students (OfS) 		
Education and Skills Funding Agency		

Specific grants
OfS capital grants – buildings		
990
990
990
990
OfS capital grants – equipment		
1,120
1,120
590
590
OfS special initiatives		
3,278
3,278
3,574
3,574
						
		
22,700
22,700
25,320
25,320
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3. Research grants and contracts
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Research councils		
Research charities		
Government (UK and overseas)		
Industry and commerce		
Other 		

902
153
197
10
156

902
153
197
10
156

286
190
117
66
261

286
190
117
66
261

		

1,418

1,418

920

920

4. Other income		
2019
2019
2018
2018
		Consolidated
University
Consolidated
University
Notes
£’000
£’000
£’000
£’000
						
Residences and catering 		
30,013
30,013
28,332
28,332
Retail operations		
1,943
1,942
1,885
1,885
Other revenue grants		
2,004
2,004
1,558
1,558
Other income		
5,419
7,090
5,880
10,691
Release of benefit arising from acquisitions
10
89
89
89
89
		

39,468

41,138

37,744

42,555

Investment income on endowments
21
Other investment income		

99
2,757

99
2,752

120
1,841

120
1,841

		

2,856

2,851

1,961

1,961

5. Investment income

6. Donations and endowments
Donations with restrictions
851
851
1,054
1,054
Unrestricted donations		
1,185
1,185
5,368
5,368
							
		
2,036
2,036
6,422
6,422
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7. Staff costs		
		
		

2019
Consolidated
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

Salaries		
Social security costs		
Movement on USS provision		
Other pension costs 		

138,006
12,959
1,187
34,588

132,244
12,463
1,187
33,156

128,457
12,034
(98)
30,665

123,384
11,587
(98)
29,178

Total 		

186,740

179.050

171,058

164,051

Emoluments of the Vice-Chancellor:			
2019 		
2018
			£		
£
Salary			275,273		
269,875
Benefits in kind			
240		
298
			275,513		

270,173

The University made no pension contributions on behalf of the Vice-Chancellor (2018: nil).
The Chair and Deputy Chair of the Court of Governors meet regularly with the Vice-Chancellor and a formal appraisal takes
place annually. Following this, Remuneration Committee considers the Vice-Chancellor's performance and remuneration (further
information about the Remuneration Committee is set out within the Annual Remuneration Statement on page 41).
In determining the Vice-Chancellor’s remuneration, the Committee considered that the University has had a successful year
in terms of student recruitment, despite increased competition, and is in a strong financial position, which supports its plans
to redevelop its estate. The Committee highlighted the excellent work carried out by the Vice-Chancellor, particularly given the
changes taking place in the sector and the challenges faced by the University in delivering its ambitious capital programme and
preparing for Brexit.
Benchmark data shows that the Vice-Chancellor’s salary is significantly below the national average and in the lower middle quartile
of London peer institutions, despite the University being in the top quartile by size of UK universities, and being Europe’s largest
specialist art and design university, ranked second in the world for art and design (2018 QTS World University Rankings). The ViceChancellor does not participate in the pension scheme and has not received any bonuses. His pay increases have consistently
been below the staff average at UAL since his appointment in 2008.
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Ratios of Vice-Chancellor’s remuneration to staff pay medians:
						
			
		
2019
2019
2018
2018
		University
Consolidated
University
Consolidated
		
£’000
£’000
£’000
£’000
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Basic Pay

7.1: 1		

7.2: 1

7.2: 1

7.2: 1

Total remuneration		

6.1: 1

6.2: 1

6.2: 1

6.2: 1

Staff who are not on a fixed salary (generally hourly paid casual staff) are excluded from this calculation as a comparable salary
cannot be determined in respect of them.

Remuneration of other higher paid staff, excluding employer’s pension contributions and bonuses are as follows:
				Number of employees
			2019		
2018
			 No.		
No.
				
£100,000 to £104,999			
2		
2
£105,000 to £109,999			
2		
3
£110,000 to £114,999			
2		
2
£115,000 to £119,999			
3		
–
£120,000 to £124,999			
–		
–
£125,000 to £129,999			
–		
–
£130,000 to £134,999			
1		
2
£135,000 to £139,999			
–		
3
£140,000 to £144,999			
3		
–
£145,000 to £149,999			
–		
–
£150,000 to £154,999			
–		
–
£155,000 to £159,999			
–		
–
£160,000 to £164,999			
–		
–
£165,000 to £169,999			
1		
3
£170,000 to £174,999			
1		
–
£175,000 to £179,999			
1		
–
			

16		

15

Average staff numbers by major category:				Number of employees
			2019		
2018
			 No.		
No.
Teaching departments			
Teaching support services			
Student services			
Central services			
Premises			
Residences and catering			
Research contracts			
Other			

1,392		
720		
82		
293		
124		
52		
13		
59		

1,359
674
74
268
127
49
12
54

			

2,735		

2,617

Key management personnel
The University’s Operating Board are the key management personnel who have authority and responsibility for planning,
directing and controlling the activities of the University. Amounts paid to key management personnel are as follows:
				
				

2019		2018
£’000		£’000

Staffing Costs (excluding Vice-Chancellor)				
Number of Staff				

3,509		
28		

3,403
28
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7. Staff costs (continued)
Compensation for loss of office:
Year to 31st July 2019
University

Subsidiaries

Consolidated
Total

Number
of staff

Amount
(£)

Number
of staff

Severance costs
Redundancy costs

23
53

470,345
231,481

–
–

–
–

470,345
231,481

Total

76

701,826

–

–

701,826

Year to 31st July 2018

University

Amount
(£)		(£)

Subsidiaries

Consolidated
Total

Number
of staff

Amount
(£)

Number
of staff

Amount
(£)

(£)

Severance costs
Redundancy costs

19
40

503,241
146,820

1
–

68,488
–

571,729
146,820

Total

59

650,061

1

68,488

718,549

Court Members					
The University's Court of Governor's are trustees for charitable law purposes. Due to the nature of the University's operations
and the composition of the Court, being drawn from local public and private sector organisations, it is inevitable that transactions
will take place with organisations in which a member of the Court may have an interest. All transactions involving organisations in
which a member of Court may have an interest, including those identified below, are conducted at arms length and in accordance
with the University's Financial Regulations and usual procurement procedures.
The University has five Staff Governors who are paid as employees of the University (2018: five Staff Governors)
However, they do not receive additional remuneration for acting in the capacity of Governor.
No Governors have received any remuneration/waived payments from the group during the year (2018 – none)
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The total expenses paid was £790 to three governors (2018: £1,009 to three governors).
This represents travel and subsistence incurred in attending Court of Governors meetings in their official capacity.
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2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

22,092
21,351
1,863
6,092
2,789
31,112
26,614
664
2,229

19,996
21,351
1,863
6,092
2,790
31,112
26,617
664
2,183

19,856
15,696
1,806
6,176
5,090
29,835
25,584
433
1,813

17,783
15,629
1,806
6,176
5,090
29,835
25,584
433
1,769

114,806

112,668

106,289

104,105

Other operating expenses include:
External auditors remuneration in respect of audit services 		
External auditors remuneration in respect of non-audit services		
Operating lease rentals – land and property			

63
128
22,547

57
64
23,857

8. Analysis of total expenditure by activity		
		
Notes

2019
Consolidated
£’000

Academic departments		
Academic services		
Student services		
Educational expenditure		
Central services		
Premises		
Residences and catering		
Research contracts		
Other services rendered		
		

Auditors remuneration is stated exclusive of VAT.

9. Interest and other finance costs					
Loan interest		
Exchange differences		
Decrease in fair value of derivatives		
Interest on net defined benefit liability
27

1,420
27
127
3,774

1,420
26
127
3,740

1,289
23
102
4,296

1,289
21
102
4,248

		

5,348

5,313

5,710

5,660

10. Negative goodwill
							
						£’000
Fair Value arising on acquisitions			
At 31 July 2018 and at 31 July 2019			
14,971
			
Released to income and expenditure account
At 1 August 2018			
(10,716)
Release for year			
(89)
At 31 July 2019			

(10,805)

Net Book Value 				
At 31 July 2019			
4,166
			
At 31 July 2018			
4,255
Negative goodwill arose in respect of the assets and activities of the colleges transfered to the University in prior years.
The amortisation period is commensurate with the recovery of the non-monetary assets acquired.
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11. Fixed assets

Consolidated
Cost and valuation
At 1 August 2018
Additions
Transfers

Freehold
Land and
Property
£’000

405,129
316
–

Long
Leasehold
Property
£’000

28,450
–
–

Short
Leasehold
Property
£’000

12,236
–
–

Fixtures,
Fittings and
Equipment
£’000

Assets in the
Course of
Construction
£’000

15,288
–
– 		
–
–

Heritage
assets
£’000

Total
£’000

22,400
–
–

483,503
316
–

At 31 July 2019
405,445
28,450
12,236
15,288
–
22,400
483,819
								
							
Depreciation
At 1 August 2018
25,395
522
7,600
14,723
–
–
48,240
Charge for the year
3,190
20
201
141
–
–
3,553
At 31 July 2019

28,585

542

7,801

14,864

–

–

51,793

Net book value
At 31 July 2019

376,860

27,908

4,435

424

–

22,400

432,026

At 31 July 2018

379,734

27,928

4,636

565

–

22,400

435,263

University
Cost and valuation
405,458
28,450
12,236
14,958
–
22,400
At 1 August 2018							
Additions
316
–
–
–
–
–
Transfers
–
–
–
–
–
–

483,502
316
–

At 31 July 2019
405,774
28,450
12,236
14,958
–
22,400
483,818
								
							
Depreciation
At 1 August 2018
25,395
522
7,599
14,393
–
–
47,909
Charge for the year
3,190
20
201
141
–
–
3,553
At 31 July 2019

28,585

542

7,800

14,534

–

–

51,462

Net book value
At 31 July 2019
377,189
27,908
4,436
424
–
22,400
432,356
							
At 31 July 2018
380,063
27,928
4,637
565
–
22,400
435,593
At 31 July 2019, freehold land and property included £46.7m (2018 – £46.7m) in respect of freehold land that is not depreciated.
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Commitments for future capital expenditure at 31 July 2019 totalled approximately £3.2m, all of which we expect to incur early in the
next financial year..
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12. Heritage assets
Heritage assets are measured at valuation as explained below. There have been no additions or disposals since 2010:
The University owns a sculpture by Henry Moore (1898 – 1986): Two-Piece Reclining Figure No.1, (1959). The bronze was
donated to Chelsea School of Art in 1963 after a purpose-built school was opened on Manresa Road. The discussions
surrounding the donation of the sculpture from Henry Moore are detailed in minutes of the Governors’ meetings in
1963 – 1964. The sculpture represents an important development in Moore’s work, being the first time he separated the
reclining figure into two pieces. It is currently located at the University’s Millbank site and is accessible to the public. Due
to the length of time elapsed since acquisition, it has been deemed that the value in 2001 (£2 million), the earliest value
readily attainable, should be taken as the book value at acquisition. The value of the Henry Moore Sculpture is regularly
reviewed by a professional valuer every 3 – 5 years for insurance purposes to ensure adequate cover is in place. The
valuation is based on the probable cost of replacing the item in its current condition with a comparable item in similar
condition by purchase in the normal retail market at the valuation date. This was last carried out in 2016 – 17 and there is
no reason to believe the value of the statue has fallen since then. When the statue was last revalued it increased by £2m
so it is unlikely that any increase in book value this year would be significantly material to the University’s Balance Sheet.
The total value at 31 July 2019 is £12 million.
In March 2007, extensive archives of the late acclaimed filmmaker Stanley Kubrick (1928 – 1999) were donated to the
University. The Kubrick Archive contains comprehensive collections of materials relating to film production comprising
scripts, treatments, drafts, extensive working and research documents, correspondence, costumes, props, models,
production schedules, photography, books and film equipment. The Archives are housed in a purpose-built Archives and
Special Collections Centre at the London College of Communication to ensure that the archives are preserved and on
display for posterity. They are accessible to students, researchers, and the general public by arrangement. The Kubrick
Archive is included in the balance sheet as a collection based on the insurance value since acquisition. The University
was able to obtain a value on the Kubrick Archive at the point of donation, although it has not been possible to obtain any
further valuation on the collection due to the unique nature of it. There is no reason to suspect that the archive has fallen
in value as Kubrick remains a popular figure in the world of film. The total value at 31 July 2019 is £10.4 million.

13. Non-current asset investments
Subsidiary companies
£

Other fixed asset investments
£

Total
£

At 1 August 2018
Additions
Disposals

203
–
–

336
–
(128)

539
–
(128)

At 31 July 2019

203

208

411

University
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14. Stock
Notes
2019
2019
2018
2018
		 Consolidated
University
Consolidated
University
		
£’000
£’000
£’000
£’000
					
Catering stocks		
56
56
49
49
Retail stocks		
413
413
431
431
		
		
469
469
480
480

2019
Consolidated
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

Amounts falling due within one year:
Trade receivables		
Other receivables		
Prepayments and accrued income		
Amounts due from subsidiary companies		

4,560
1,554
7,240
–

4,393
1,515
7,193
84

3,920
1,860
8,157
–

3,797
1,690
8,065
31

		

13,354

13,185

13,937

13,583

2019
Consolidated
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

Short term deposits and investments		
Financial derivatives – Interest rate caps
23

89,922
27

89,921
27

113,099
154

113,099
154

		

89,949

89,948

113,253

113,253

15. Trade and other receivables		
		
		

16. Current asset investments		
		
		

Deposits are held with banks and building societies operating in the London market and licensed by the Financial Services
Authority with more than three months maturity at the balance sheet date. The interest rates for these deposits are fixed for
the duration of the deposit at time of placement.
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At 31 July 2019 the weighted average interest rate of these fixed rate deposits was 1.07% per annum and the remaining weighted
average period for which the interest rate is fixed on these deposits was 191 days. The fair value of these deposits was not
materially different from the book value.
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17. Cash and cash equivalents
		 At 1st August 2018
		£’000

Cash Flows
£’000

At 31st July 2019
£’000

106,623

65,635

172,258

		106,623

65,635

172,258

Consolidated
Cash and cash equivalents		

18. Creditors : amounts falling due within one year		
		
2019
		 Consolidated
		
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

2018
University
£’000

Unsecured loans		
Trade payables		
Social security and other taxation payable		
Accruals and deferred income		
Other creditors		
Amounts due to subsidiary companies		

4,673
12,097
5,274
43,634
9,921
–

4,673
12,009
4,928
40,338
9,763
5,321

4,673
8,571
5,416
37,272
9,228
–

4,673
8,474
4,936
34,145
9,186
4,003

		

75,599

77,032

65,160

65,417

Deferred income
Included in accruals and deferred income are the following items of income which have been deferred until specific performance
conditions have been met:					
		
2019
2019
2018
2018
		 Consolidated
University
Consolidated
University
		
£’000
£’000
£’000
£’000
					
Deferred capital grant		
990
990
1,580
1,580
Other income		
38,673
35,879
31,914
29,158
		

39,663

36,869

33,494

30,738
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19. Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year
2019
University
£’000

2018
Consolidated
£’000

18,880
81,893

18,880
81,893

19,280
86,567

19,280
86,567

100,773

100,773

105,847

105,847

Due within one year or on demand (Note 18)		

4,673

4,673

4,673

4,673

Due between one and two years		
Due between two and five years		
Due in five years or more		

4,673
14,019
63,201

4,673
14,019
63,201

4,673
14,019
67,875

4,673
14,019
67,875

Due after more than one year		

81,893

81,893

86,567

86,567

Total unsecured loans		
86,566
86,566
91,240
				

91,240

		
2019
		 Consolidated
		
£’000
Deferred income – capital grants		
Unsecured loans		
		

2018
University
£’000

Analysis of unsecured loans:
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The University also has in place a further £120m facility to fund its future capital developments.
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20. Provisions for liabilities
Obligation to
fund deficit on
USS Pension
(Note 27)
£’000

Pension
enhancements
on termination
(Note 27)
£’000

Defined Benefit
Obligations
(Note 27)
£’000

Total
Pensions
Provisions
£’000

Leasehold
Dilapidation
£’000

Consolidated		
At 1 August 2018			
633
Movement in year			 1,204

5,396
(350)

140,988
27,776

147,017
28,630

4,145
(248)

At 31 July 2019			

1,837

5,046

168,764

175,647

3,897

University
At 1 August 2018			
Movement in year			

633
1,204

5,396
(350)

139,515
26,569

145,544
27,423

4,145
(248)

At 31 July 2019			

1,837

5,046

166,084

172,967

3,897

Leasehold dilapidation
The leasehold dilapidation provision relates to the projected cost to return each leasehold property to its original condition at the start
of the lease.
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21. Endowment reserves
Restricted net assets relating to endowments are as follows:

Restricted
permanent
endowments
£’000
Balances at 1 August 2018
Capital
Accumulated income

2018
Total
£’000

498
78

629
22

4,182
543

4,023
479

3,498

576

651

4,725

4,502

–
82
(13)
250

–
4
(13)
40

–
13
(22)
40

–
99
(48)
330

–
119
(55)
159

Total endowment comprehensive income for the year 319

31

31

381

223

At 31 July 2019

3,817

607

682

5,106

4,725

Represented by:
Capital
Accumulated income

3,305
512

538
69

669
13

4,512
594

4,182
543

3,817

607

682

5,106

4,725

2,931
886

–
607

–
682

2,931
2,175

2,675
2,050

3,817

607

682

5,106

4,725

Analysis by asset
Current asset investments				
Cash and cash equivalents				

4,922
184

4,592
133

				

5,106

4,725

Analysis by type of purpose:
University Chairs
Scholarships, bursaries and prizes
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2019
Total
£’000

3,055
443

New endowments
Investment income
Expenditure
Increase in market value of investments
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Unrestricted
permanent Expendable
endowments endowments
£’000
£’000

22. Reserves
Restricted Reserves:
		
Capital grants
Donations
2019 Total
2018 Total
		
£’000
£’000
£’000
£’000
					
Balances at 1 August 2018		
902
843
1,745
1,683
New donations		
Capital grants released		
Expenditure		

–
(188)
–

851
–
(489)

851
(188)
(489)

1,054
(188)
(804)

Total restricted comprehensive income for the year		

(188)

362

174
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At 31 July 2019		

714

1,205

1,919

1,745

Analysis of other restricted funds /donations by type of purpose:
				
2019 Total
				
£’000

2018 Total
£’000

Scholarships and bursaries				
Research support				
Capital grants				

965
240
714

700
143
902

				

1,919

1,745

Unrestricted reserves:
The University retains its available unrestricted reserves for the purpose of funding future capital projects to which the University
expects shortly to become committed.
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23. Financial instruments
Interest Rate Cap Agreements
The University has a number of financial instruments designed to limit its exposure to interest rate fluctuations on loan facilities
entered into as part of the capital development programme. The caps cover a range of periods over the life of the loan facilities.
The following interest rate caps were effective as at 31 July 2019:

Instrument Type

Total Notional Amount
£’000

Floating to Fixed

60,000

Maturity Date
03/05/2022 – 03/05/2024

Capped Rate
2.5% – 4.0%

The fair value is determined by the quoted market price provided by the counterparty.

24. Lease obligations
Total rentals payable under operating leases, all relate to land and buildings:
31 July 2019
£’000

31 July 2018
£’000

22,547

23,857

Future minimum lease payments due:
Not later than 1 year
Later than 1 year and less than 5 years
Later than 5 years

23,162
79,834
174,907

24,442
83,450
195,206

Total lease payments due

277,903

303,098

Consolidated and University

arts.ac.uk

Payable during the year
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25. Subsidiary undertakings				
The subsidiary companies (which are registered in England & Wales except UAL Ventures (China) which is registered in Hong Kong),
wholly-owned or effectively controlled by the University, are as follows:
Company
UAL Short Courses Limited
UAL Ventures Limited

Principal Activity
Short courses and consultancy
International short courses and consultancy

Non-trading subsidiaries are as follows
London Arts Property Limited
Did not trade
UAL Artstemps Limited
Did not trade

Status
100% owned
100% owned

Ordinary shares of £1
100
2

100% owned
100% owned

1
100

			
Shares owned by subsidiary entities
UAL Ventures (China)
Did not trade
		

203

100% owned by
UAL Ventures Limited

1

			

204

26. Connected charitable institutions
Contained within the University’s endowments funds are 4 connected charitable institutions which are administered by or on behalf
of the University and have been established for its general or special purposes. As a result, under paragraph 28 of Schedule 3 to
the Charities Act 2011, these connected institutions are exempt from registration with the Charity Commission. These activities are
included in the Consolidated financial statements and may be analysed as follows:
						 Change in
			Opening balance
Income
Expenditure
market value
Category of spend			
£’000
£’000
£’000
£’000
Consolidated
Bursaries, scholarships and prizes		
1,582
(2 connected institutions)
University chairs			
2,675
(2 connected institutions)
		
			
4,257

Closing
balance
£’000

35

26

106

1,697

63

–

193

2,931

98

26

299

4,628
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27. Pension Schemes
(i) Teachers’ Pension Scheme (TPS)
TPS is typically valued every four years by
the Government Actuary. Contributions are
paid by the University at the rate specified
following a valuation. The Scheme is
unfunded and contributions are made to
the Exchequer. The payments from the
Scheme are made from the funds voted by
Parliament. The contribution rate payable by
the employer for the period beginning 1 April
2015 is 16.48% of pensionable salaries.
The TPS is a multi-employer defined benefit
pension scheme. The University is unable
to identify its share of the underlying assets
and liabilities of the scheme. Accordingly, the
University has accounted for its contributions
as if it were a defined contribution scheme.
(ii) The Universities Superannuation
Scheme (USS)
The USS provides benefits based on final
pensionable salary. The assets of the
scheme are held in a separate fund
administered by the trustee, Universities
Superannuation Limited.
Because of the mutual nature of the scheme,
the scheme’s assets are not hypothecated
to individual Universities and a schemewide contribution rate is set. The University
is therefore exposed to actuarial risks
associated with other universities' employees
and is unable to identify its share of the
underlying assets and liabilities of the
scheme on a consistent and reasonable
basis and therefore accounts for the scheme
as if it were a defined contribution scheme.
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The contribution rate payable by the
University to USS is 18% of pensionable
salaries. The actuary to USS has confirmed
that it is appropriate for accounting purposes
to regard the contributions payable for the
year as the USS pension cost included in
staff cost in respect of the year.
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A new deficit recovery plan was put in place
as part of the 2017 valuation and is set out
in the new Schedule of Contributions dated
28 January 2019. This requires payment
of 5% of salaries over the period of 1 April
2020 to 30 June 2034. In accordance
with the requirements of FRS 102 and the
SORP, the University has made a provision
of £1,836,803 (2018: £633,000) for the net
present value of this contractual commitment
to fund the past deficit. In the prior year, the
deficit payments were 2.1% of salaries up to
March 2031.
Since the year end, following the completion
of the 2018 actuarial valuation, a new
deficit recovery plan has been agreed. This
amends the existing deficit recovery plan
as set out in the 2017 valuation Schedule of
Contributions. This new plan requires deficit
payments of 2% of salaries from 1 October
2019 to 30 September 2021 and then
payments of 6% of salaries from 1 October
2021 to 31 March 2028. As at 31 July 2019
and assuming all other assumptions used
to calculate the provision remain unchanged,
this would have resulted in a revised
provision of £1,060,575, a decrease of
£775,421 from the current year
end provision.

27. Pension Schemes (continued)
(iii) Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) and Enhanced TPS Contributions
The LGPS is a funded scheme providing benefits based on final pensionable pay with the assets held by a number of Pension
Authorities in separate trustee administered funds. The University is covered by the London Pension Fund Authority.
There are two separate valuations of LGPS schemes as at 31 July 2019. They relate to the University and UAL Short Courses Limited.
The information set out below is based on an actuarial valuation as at 31 July 2019 carried out by a qualified actuary.
The University also holds a closed scheme on its balance sheet relating to enhanced TPS contributions made on behalf of
former employees.

Assumptions
The financial assumptions used to calculate the University’s scheme liabilities under FRS102 are:		

		
%pa
		
Price Inflation (RPI)			
3.35
Price Inflation (CPI)			
2.35
Rate of increase in salaries			
3.85
Rate of increase in pensions			
2.35
Discount rate			
2.10
The assumptions used by the actuary are the best estimates chosen from a range of possible actuarial assumptions which, due to
the timescale covered, may not necessarily be borne out in practice.
The current mortality assumptions include sufficient allowance for future improvements in mortality rates. The average future life
expectancies at age 65 are summarised below:
Retiring today
Retiring in 20 years
		
Male
Female
Male
Female
		
Years
Years
Years
Years
LGPS (UAL)		
LGPS (UAL Short Courses)		
TPS Enhanced		

20.4
20.3
20.4

23.4
23.7
24.4

22.2
22.1
–

25.3
25.5
–
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27. Pension Schemes (continued)
Local Government Pension Scheme – University and Short Courses
The agreed contribution rates for the period ended 31 July 2019 was 12.1 per cent for employers and between 5.5 and 12.5 per
cent for employees throughout future periods.
The University’s share of the scheme assets represents an estimated 4 per cent of the total assets of the LGPS, which are not
intended to be realised in the short term and may be subject to significant change before they are realised. The present value of
the scheme's assets is derived from cash flow projections over long periods and thus inherently uncertain.
Fair value of assets as at		
31 July 2019
31 July 2018
		£’000
£’000
Equities		155,794
Target return funds		
72,616
Cash		16,386
Infrastructure		26,047
Property		15,082

150,858
55,081
11,414
12,375
19,101

138,974
47,023
15,714
10,216
14,763

Total		285,925

248,829

226,690

arts.ac.uk

The actual return on assets was 12% per annum.
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31 July 2017
£’000

27. Pension Schemes (continued)
			
Year Ended
			
31 July 2019
			£’000

Year Ended
31 July 2018
£’000

Analysis of the amount shown in the balance sheet for LGPS pension:			
Scheme assets			
285,925
Scheme liabilities			
(454,689)

248,829
(389,817)

Deficit in the scheme – net pension liability			

(168,764)

(140,988)

Amounts charged in other operating expenditure
Current service cost			
Past service costs			
Administration expenses			

22,445
3,557
323

22,924
–
294

Total operating charge			

26,325

23,218

Analysis of the amount charged in interest
and other finance costs
Interest cost			
Interest on assets			

10,339
(6,718)

10,379
(6,245)

Net charge to other finance costs			

3,621

4,134

Analysis of charge/(credit) to other comprehensive income for LGPS:
Change in financial / demographic assumptions			
Experience (gain) on defined benefit obligation			
Return on assets less interest			

29,427
(40)
(22,666)

(27,487)
–
(7,736)

Total other comprehensive income			

6,721

(35,223)
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27. Pension Schemes (continued)
			
At 31 July 2019
			£’000

At 31 July 2018
£’000

Defined benefit obligation		
		
At the beginning of the year			
(389,817)
(383,907)
Current service cost 			
(22,445)
(22,924)
Interest cost			
(10,339)
(10,379)
Change in financial and demographic assumptions			
(29,427)
27,487
Experience gain on defined benefit obligation			
40
–
Estimated benefits paid net of transfers in			
5,461
4,176
Past service costs, including curtailments			
(3,557)
–
Contributions by scheme participants and other employers		
(4,726)
(4,394)
Unfunded pension payments			
121
124
			
At the end of the year			
(454,689)
(389,817)

Fair value of fund assets		
At the begining of the year			
248,829
Interest on assets			
6,718
Return on assets less interest			
22,666
Administration expenses			
(323)
Contributions by employer			
8,890
Contributions by scheme participants and other employers		
4,726
Estimated benefits paid plus unfunded net of transfers in			
(5,581)

226,690
6,245
7,736
(294)
8,359
4,393
(4,300)

At the end of the year			

248,829

285,925
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Scheme deficit at the end of the year			
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(168,764)

(140,988)

27. Pension Schemes (continued)
Local Government Pension Scheme – Enhanced pensions – Teachers’ Pensions Scheme
			
			
			

Year Ended
31 July 2019
£’000

Year Ended
31 July 2018
£’000

Analysis of the amount shown in the balance sheet for TPS enhanced pensions:
Scheme liabilities			

(5,046)

(5,396)

Deficit in the scheme – net pension liability			

(5,046)

(5,396)

Analysis of the amount charged to interest and other finance costs
Interest cost			

137

145

137

145

Net charge to finance costs			
			

Analysis of other comprehensive income:			
Change in financial and demographic assumptions			
129
Experience (gain) /loss on defined benefit obligation			
(179)
		
Total other comprehensive income			
(50)

			
			

(136)
233
97

At 31 July 2019
£000

At 31 July 2018
£000

Defined benefit obligation
Deficit at beginning of year			
Interest cost			
Change in financial assumptions			
Experience gain/ (loss) on defined benefit obligation			
Unfunded pension payments			

(5,396)
(137)
(129)
179
437

(5,605)
(145)
136
(233)
451

Deficit at end of year			

(5,046)

(5,396)
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27. Pension Schemes (continued)
Interest and other finance costs – net charge in respect of pensions schemes
		
2019
		 Consolidated
		
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018
2018
Consolidated
University
£’000 		£’000

LGPS		
3,621
3,587
4,134		4,086
TPS enhanced scheme		
137
137
145		 145
USS		
16
16
17		17
					
Total net charge in respect of pension schemes (Note 9)		
3,774
3,740
4,296		4,248

Reconciliation to the balance sheet
		
2019
		 Consolidated
		
£’000

2019
University
£’000

2018		2018
Consolidated
University
£’000 		£’000

Pension liability (LGPS)		
(168,764)
(166,084)
(140,988)
(139,514)
Pension liability (TPS enhanced scheme)		
(5,046)
(5,046)
(5,396)
(5,396)
Pension liability (USS)		
(1,837)
(1,837)
(633)
(633)
					
Total pension liability		
(175,647)
(172,967)
(147,017)
(145,543)

28. Non adjusting Post Balance Sheet Events
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As set out in Note 27 in respect of the USS pension scheme, a new Schedule of Contributions based on the 2018 actuarial
valuation has been agreed. This results in a decrease of £775,421 in the provision for the obligation to fund the deficit on the USS
pension and the new provision is now £1,060,575. This adjustment will be reflected in the University's FInancial Statements for the
year ended 31 July 2020.
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29. Related party transactions
Due to the nature of the University’s
operations and the composition of the
Court of Governors (being drawn from local,
public and private sector organisations), it
is inevitable that transactions will take place
with organisations in which a member of the
Court of Governors may have an interest.
All transactions involving organisations in
which a member of the Court of Governors
may have an interest are conducted at arm’s
length and in accordance with the University’s
financial regulations and normal procurement
procedures.
The following related party transactions took
place during the year. All transactions were
undertaken on an arm’s-length basis:
Expenditure totalling £6,942 (2018: £7,200)
was paid to Creative Industries Federation,
relating to the University’s annual membership
fee. The entity is related to the University by
virtue of unremunerated Director, Sir Nigel
Carrington, being a governor and ViceChancellor of the University.
Expenditure totalling £18,804 (2018: £nil)
was paid to Thames Water Utilities Limited,
relating to use of utilities on UAL sites. The
entity is related to the University by virtue of a
non-executive director, Lorraine Baldry OBE,
being a governor of the University (retired 31
August 2018).

Expenditure totalling £62,969 (2018: £52,028)
was paid to the Advance HE for membership
subscription fees and HE focused strategic
advice and services. The entity is related to
the University by virtue of the unremunerated
Chair of Advance HE, Sir Nigel Carrington,
being a governor and Vice-Chancellor of
the University.
Expenditure totalling £16,318 (2018: £nil) was
paid to Victoria and Albert Museum, in relation
to exhibition costs. The entity is related to
the University by virtue of an unremunerated
Trustee and Chair of the Audit Committee,
Andrew Hochhauser QC, being a governor
of the University.
Expenditure totalling £285,525 (2018: not a
related party) was paid to Pinsent Masons
LLP relating mainly to legal services. The
entity is related to the University by virtue of
a remunerated Partner, David Isaac CBE,
being the Chair of the Court of Governors
of the University.
Expenditure totalling £1,501,826 (2018:
£1,341,626) was paid to UAL Students’ Union,
relating mainly to a grant payable to support
their activities. The entity is related to the
University by virtue of the Union’s Education
Officer and trustee being a governor of the
University.

Expenditure totalling £40,396 (2018: £40,468)
was paid to Universities UK. The entity
is related to the University by virtue of an
unremunerated Director, Sir Nigel Carrington,
being a governor and Vice-Chancellor of
the University.
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